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ABSTRACT 
Experimental aerodynamic i n v e s t i  g a t i o n s  were conducted i n  the NASA/ 
tangley  Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel  on a s t i n g  mounted 0,010-scale o u t e r  mold 
line model o f  the 140A/B conf igura t ion  o f  t h e  Rackwell I n t e rna t iona l  Space 
Shut t le  Vehicle. These tests were conducted during the time period from 
August 12, 1974 t o  September 27, 1974. 
The primary t e s t  ob jec t i ves  were t o  ob ta in :  1 )  s i x  component fo rce  
and  mament da t a  f o r  the mated veh ic l e  a t  subsonic  and t r anson ic  cond i t i ons ,  
2) e f f e c t s  o f  conf igura t ion  build-up, 3 )  effects o f  protuberances,  ET/ 
O r b i t e r  f a i r i n g s  and a t t a c h  s t r u c t u r e s ,  and 4 )  el evon d e f l e c t i o n  e f f e c t s  
on wing bending moment. 
S i x  component aerodynamic f o r c e  and moment da ta  and base and balance 
c a v i t y  pressures  were recorded over  Mach numbers of 1.6, 2.0, 2.5, 2.86, 
3.9, and 4;63 a t  a nominal Reynolds number o f  2.0 x l o 6  per foo t .  Selected 
conf igura t ions  were tested a t  angles  of  a t t a c k  and s i d e s l i p  from -10' t o  
+lo0. For a l l  con f igu ra t i ons  involving the Orbiter, wing bending and 
t o r s i o n  c o e f f i c i e n t s  were measured on the r i g h t  wing. 
iii 
For a l l  huild-up tests,  the elevon, bodyflap, rudder, and speed 
brake settings were O O .  For the tests t o  determine the e f f e c t s  o f  elevon 
s e t t i n g s  on wing bending moments, inboard elevon sett ings o f  0 ° ,  +4" and 
i-8" and outboard s e t t i n g s  of 0" , -4" and -8" were tested,  
The model was s t i n g  mounted on the NASA/LRC 8434 balance. For most 
t e s t s  the  balalrce was i n s t a l l e d  i n  the Orb i te r .  For configurations where 
the Orbiter was excluded, t h e  balance was installed i n  the  external tank. 
The p l o t t e d  d a t a  f igures sect ion  o f  this report u t i l izes  selected 
da ta  from test  IA43 t o  cover the Mach range o f  0.6 t o  4.6. Test  IA43 i s  
complete 1 y documented i n DMS- DR-2204. 
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D E F I N I T I O N  
speed of sound; m/sec, f t /scc 
precsure coefficient; (pl -. p,)/q 
Mkch number; V / B  
pressure; N/$, p s f  
dynamic pressure; 1/2~!?, l?/m2, paf 
u n i t  Reynolds number; per m, per ft 
velocity; m/sec, f t / s e c  I 
angle of s t tack,  d e p e e ~  
angle of sideslip, degrees 
angle o f  yew, degees  
engle of roll., degrees 
mass density; kg@, slugs/ft3 
Reference & C. G. D e f i n i t i o n s  
- 
base a r ea ;  m2, ft2 
wing span or reference span; m, ft 
center of p a v i t y  
reference Length or wing mean 
serodynamic chord; rn, ft 
wing area or reference area; m2, ftZ 
moment r e f e r e n c e  poin t  
moment reference point on X a x i s  
moment reference point on Y axicj 
moment referonce point  on Z a x i s  
base 
local 
s t a t i e  c o n d i t i o n s  








non~l.~l.-L*orc:r? cocSf'j.rj.c.nt ; "Ormnl  forcv 
qs 
oxicll-f orco coefficient; n*ul force 
ss 
side-f  orco coefficient; side O r c c  
qs 
bnoo-forr:r? coaffir icnt;  bnnc 
ss 
-Ab ib( pb - ~ r n ) / q ~  
forcbody n x i n l  force coefficient, CA - Ell,, 
pitchin{:-mo~enk r.~5'f1cicn:nt;; p i t c h i n g  mamen$ 
%Ynm 
yawing-moment cocfficiont; Pwing n ~ ~ m ~ ~ t  
q8b 
bnce -drug coefficient; *eg 
qs 
forcbody drag coefficient; c,, - 
cub 
pit c h i  ng-moment coefficient ; pitch in^ momell% 
qslRm 
r o l l f  ng-moment coefficient; r o l l i n g  m m m f  
G b  
life-%o-drag ratio; c L / c ~  
lift to farebody drag ratio; c L / c ~  
NOMENCLATURE (Conti nued) 
Addit ions t o  Standard L i s t  
Symbol 
A ~ A C F S  
A ~ E T  
P l o t  







Descr ipt ion 
a t t i t u d e  c o n t r o l  propuls ion system base area, ft2 
externa l  tar\k base area, ft 2 
OMS pods base arei9, ft2 
Orb i te r  fuselage base area, f t  2 
Orb i te r  bodyf lap base area, ft2 
SRB base area, ttz 
SRB nozzle base area, ftZ 
external  tank balance c a v i t y  area, ft2 
Orb i te r  balance c a v i t y  area, ft2 
Orb i te r  wing span, i n  
externzl  tank base a x i a l  force c o e f f i c i e n t  
OMS pod base a x i a l  f o rce  coe f f i c i en t  
O r b i t e r  base a x i a l  f o rce  c o e f f i c i e n t  
ACPS base a x i a l  fo rce  c o e f f i c i e n t  
SRB base a x i a l  fo rce  c o e f f i c i e n t  
base-force c o e f f i c i e n t ,  CAB f o r  ALPHA o f  0 degrees 
forebody a x i a l  fo rce  c o ~ f f i c i e n t ,  CAF f o r  ALPHA 
o f  0 degrees 
O r b i t e r  wing bending moment c o e f f i c i e n t  
NOMENCLATURE (Con t i nued ) 
Addi t ions t o  Standard L i s t  
















rolling moment due t o  beta, per degree (body a x i s )  
wing r o o t  roll a x i s  bending moment c o e f f i c i e n t  about 
outboard gage, 
CRWO = mz/qsb 
wing root roll a x i s  bending moment c o e f f i c i e n t  about 
inboard gage, 
CkWI = m,/qSb 
forebody p i t c h i n g  moment c o e f f i c i e n t ,  CLMF f o r  
ALPHA o f  0 degrees 
wing r o o t  p i t c h  a x i s  hending moment c o e f f i c i e n t  
about gage, 
CmWG = m3/& 
wing root normal f o l a re  c o e f f i c i e n t  about gage 
forebody p i t c h i n g  moment due t o  aileron, per 
degree (body a x i s )  
O r b i t e r  body f l a p  base p i tch ing  moment c o e f f i c i e n t  
O r b i t e r  fuse1 age base a x i a l  fo rce  c o e f f i c i e n t  
forebody p j t c h i n g  moment c o e f f i c i e n t  
O r b i t e r  bodyflap normal f o rce  c o e f f i c i e n t  
Orbiter fuselage base normal fo rce  c a e f f i  c i e n t  
forebody normal force c o e f f i c i e n t  
yawing moment due to beta, per degree (body a x i s )  
NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
Additions to Standard L i s t  
P lo t  
Symbol Symbol 
C N f ~ ~ ~  CNFAFO forebody normal force c o e f f i c i e n t ,  CNF for ALPHA of 0 degrees 
DCNFDA forebody normal force due to  aileron, per degree 
(body axis)  
DCY /OS 
CNW 
side force due to beta, per degree (body ax is )  
,Orbiter root normal force coefficient 
CPET external tank base pressure coefff c$cnt 
CPBF 
CJ'ORB 
bodyflap base pressure coef f ic ient  
Orbiter fuselage base prsssure coefficient 
CPSRB SRB base pressure coefficient 
CPSRBN SRBN base pressure coefficient 
CPOMS OMS pod base pressure coefficient 
CTW O r b i t e r  wing torsional inornent c o e f f i c i e n t  
Orbiter base incidence angle , deg . 
Orbiter  fuselage length, i n  
wing strain gage number I measurement, i n - t b  
wing s t r a i n  gage number 2 measurement, in-lb 
NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 




Symbol Descri p t i  on 
wing s t r a i n  gage number 3 measurement, in-1 b 
pressure measurement a t  o r i f i c e  number equal t o  
subsc r ip t ,  psia 
XCPW longitudinal  locat ion of wing center  o f  pressure,  
f nches a f t  o f  Orbiter  nose (X, = 235) 
langi tudinal  locat ion  of wing s t r a i n  gage number 
3, i n  X, 
XAC/ L longitudinal locat ion o f  wing aerodynamic center, 
XAC/L, f r ac t ion  body 1 ength 
Orbi ter  longitudinal  s ta t iof i ,  i n  
SRB longitudinal  s t a t i o n ,  i n  
external  tank longitudinal  sta t ion ,  i n  
longitudinal locat ion a t  wing. reference cen te r ,  i n  Xo 
Y A C I  1 l a t e r a l  locat ion o f  wing aerodynamic c e n t e r ,  YAC/L,  
f r ac t ion  body 1 ength 
YCPW l a t e r a l  loca t ion  o f  wing center  of pressure, i n  Yo 
l a t e r a l  loca t ion  o f  wing s t r a i n  gage number 7 ,  i n  Yo 
l a t e r a l  locat ion o f  wing s t r a i n  gage number 2 ,  i n  Yo 
Orbi ter  l a t e r a l  s t a t i o n ,  i n  
SRB l a t e r a l  s t a t i o n ,  i n  
external tank l a t e r a l  s t a t i on ,  i n  
NOMENCLATURE (Continued) 
Additions t o  Standard L i s t  
Symbol 
Y~~~ 
















l a t e r a l *  l oca t ion  o f  wing reference center, i n  Yo 
Orb i te r  v e r t i c a l  stat ion,  i n  
SRB ve r t i ca l  s ta t ion ,  i n  
external  tank v e r t i c a l  s ta t ion,  i n  
inboard elevon panel de f lec t ion  angle, deg. 
outboard elevon panel deflect3 on angle, deg . 
rudder de f lec t ion  angle, deg. 
speed brake de f lec t ion  angle, deg, 
incremental f o r ~ b o d y  ax ia l  fo rce coe f f i c i en t  
incremental forebody p i t ch ing  moment coe f f i c i en t  
incremental forebody normal force coef f ic ient  
incremental elevon def lec t ion angle, l e f t  
outboard, degrees 
incremental elevon def lec t ion angle, l e f t  inboard, 
degrees 
Abbreviations and Subscripts 
- 
Def i n i t i on  
n i  le ron 
a t t i t u d e  control propulsion system 
i n te rna l  balance 














NOMENCLATURE (Concl uded) 
Addit ions t o  Standard List 
D e f i n i t i o n  
externa l  oxygen/ hydrogen tank 
model pressure number 
inboard 
l e f t  
out board 
mai n propul s ion  system 
Orbital maneuvering systern 
Orbiter 
rudder 
r i g h t  
sol i d  rocket booster 
sol  i d  rocket booster  nozzle 
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED 
Configurat ion bui ld-up studies were performed during t h i s  test  series. 
I n  add i t ion  t o  the bu i  ld-up o f  the m a j o r  components, protuberance build-up 
studies and a l te rna te  SRB nozzle configurations were investigated. 
Model 72-OTS dimensional data a re  presented i n  Table 111. 
The tested conf igurat ions included the f o l l ow ing  components : 
AT28 Attach s t ructure ,  VL78-000063, VL78-0000628, VC78-000002 
AT29 Att;?ch structure,  VL78-000062B, 82600207000, BC78-000002 
ATXI Attach structure,  VL78-000066, 82600207000, VC75-000002 
AT3 1 Attach s t ruc ture ,  VL78-000063, VL78-OLIO062l3, VL78-000066, 
VC78-000002 
AT32 Attach structure VL78-000063, VL78-000062B, VL78-000066, 
VC78-000002 
B26 Fuse1 age, VL70-000193, VL70-000140A, VL70-000140B 
C9 Canopy, VL70-000140A, VL70-000143A 
€44 Elevon, SAS/AER0/74-344 
F1 Q Bodyf 1 ap , VL70-0001406, VL70-000200 
FLl~ Feedline, VL78-000063, VL78-0000625, VC78-000002 
FRl 0 Fa-! r i n g  , VL78-000063, VL78-0000620, 82600207000, VC78-000002 
M~ 4 A1 ternate OMS pod, VL70-008457 

CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED (Concl uded) 
Ver t i ca l  , VL70-000140A, VL70-000146A 
'116 Wing, VL70-000140B, VL70-000200 
Shorthand notation used i n  Table I11 i s  as follows: 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The NASA LaRC +Foot Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel (UPWT) i s  a closed- 
circui t ,  continuous flow, variable density f ac i l i t y .  The t e s t  section i s  
4 feet  by 4 feet by 7 f e e t  long. 
Two tunnel legs are available for  supersonic tes t ing i n  the Mach 
number ranges 1.47 to  2.86 (Leg No. I )  and 2.29 to  4.63 (Leg No. 2 ) .  An 
asymmetric, sliding block nozzle position and total  pressure settfng pro- 
vide the t e s t  Mach numbers a t  a specified Reynolds number. Reynolds num- 
ber can be varied from 0.76 to  7.78 million c.?r f o o t .  Available s tagna-  
tion pressure variation i s  4.0 to 142. psia. Dynamic pressure variation 
i s  95. t o  1260. ps f  w i t h  normal operating stagnation temperature about 
150°F in Mach modes 2 a r  3 and about 175°F i n  Mach mode 4. The tunnel i s  
equipped w i t h  a dry air supply, an evacuating system, and a cooling system. 
The f a c i l i t y  power i s  zpproximately 83,000 horsepower. 
Model mounting provisions cons is t  of various s t i n g  arrangements, 
including axial (1 ongitudinal ) , la teral  (independent pi  tck and yaw) , and 
roll mol:emcnt w i t h  side wall support. A Schlieren system and oi l  f l o w  
visual i ra t ion  equi pment a re  avai 1 able. Data are recorded a t  the tunnel 
and reduced off-line a t  the Langley Computer Center. The tunnel i s  used 
f o r  force and n?oment, pressure, and dynamic s t ab i l i t y  tests. Hot and 
cold j e t  ef fec ts  and heat transfer have been studied i n  the UPIJT. 
DATA REDUCTIGN 
The aerodynamic force and moment data were measured by the NASA/LRC 
839A internal s t r a i n  gage balance. The data were adjusted for tunnel cor- 
rections, sting and balance deflections, and mode7 weight tares, Base 
pressure adJustments were made as fallows : 
C = - c  -- A'' (Cpbf from iigure *el 
%f Pbf S 
DATA REDUCTION (Continued) 
Where : 
CPb, = Average O r b i t e r  base pressure coef f i c ien t  measured by base pressure o r i f i c e s  
CPbf = Bodyf lap base pressure coef f4 i  c i en t  obtained from f i g u r e  2e 
CPOMS/ACPS = Average OMS plus ACPS base pressure coe f f i c ien ts  
measured by OMS and ACPS base pressure o r i f i c e s  
'%I- 
= Average ex terna l  tank base pressure c o e f f i c i e n t  
measured by ET base pressure o r i f i c e s  
" ~ S R B  
= Average booster base pressure coefficient measured 
by SRB base pressure o r i f i c e s  
C P b ~ ~ ~ ~  
= Average s o l i d  rocket booster nozzle base pressure 
c o e f f i c i e n t  measured by SRBN base pressure o r i f i c e s  
ib, = O r b i t e r  base incidence angle, angle between O r b i t e r  
base and plane orthogonal t o  Orbiter FRL, !4+75 
degrees 
Wing r o o t  s t r a i n  gage measurements were reduced t o  bending and t o r -  
s ional  moment coer f f i c ien ts  as fal lows: 
DATA REDUCTION (Con ti nued ) 
Where : 
mi, m2,  and m3 = measurements o f  gages 1, 2 ,  and 3 ,  
r ~ s p e c t i v e l y ,  i n - l b  
- Y G ~  * Y G ~  - l a t e r a l  l oca t i on  o f  gages 1 and 2, respect ive ly ,  
in.Y, 
Y~~~ -  l a t e r a l  l o c a t i o n  o f  wing reference center,  in.Yo 
x3 
- 
- l o n g i t u d i n a l  l o c a t i o n  o f  gage 3, in.Xo 
XWRC - - long i tud ina l  ' locat ion of wing reference 
center,  in. Xo 
- 
Xnose - l o n g i t u d i n a l  l o c a t i o n  of O r b i t e r  nose, i n .Xo  
The fo l l ow ing  reference dimensions and constants were used: 
Symbol 
AbACPS 
* ~ E T  
A b f  
Ful l  Scale - Model Scale 
19.1 ft2 0.275 i n 2  
597.6 ft* 
142.6 f,t2 
AbOMSConfi gurat ion 02 42.2 ft2 0.6075 i n 2  
Confi gura t i  on O3 26.0 ft2 0.3744 i n 2  
A b 
SRB~onf i su ra t ian  S1 t h r u  ST 127.5 ft2 1.836 i n 2  
Conf i g u r a t i  on 58 83.5 ft2 1.203 i n2  
DATA REDUCTION (Concluded ) 
Ful l  Scale 
A b ~ ~ ~ ~  
Configuration S1 t h ru  S7 108.8 ft2 
Conf igurat ion S3 117.4 f t 2  





TABLE I ,  









BALANCE UTILIZED: NASA/ LRC 8434 
CAPACITY: ACCURRCY: COEFFICIENT TOLFUANCE: 
N F 800 Ibs k, 005 Rated Load 
SF 250 I b s  +. 005 Rated Load 
AF 125 7bs k.005 Rated Load 
PM 4. 005 - R&d Load 
RM 500 i n  1b - +.U Rated Load- 
Y M 500 in - l b  - - U U h k d  c Load-. 
COMMENTS: 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
(per unit foot) 
2.0 x lo6 









TYPE OF DATA COEFFlCENT SCHEDGLES ~ D V F R  1 1 1  ' Z  . ;R I21 I Q O R B  A = B = -/o0+,o: ad m ~p - 2 0  - 
I s c r  EOULES I 
TABLE 11. - Concluded. 
DATA S E T ~ U N  UMBER COLLATION SUMMARY DATE : 4/7/75 I 
1 1 1 I L 1 1 t 1 1 I 
TYPE OF DATA COEFFICENT SCHEDULES lDVAR I 1 1  ICk'kF1 121 VDV U 0 
a OR fl A=B= - 1 0  - / o ,  ,, , *@= e6 h 
TABLE 111. MODEL DIMENSIONAL DATA 
MODEL COM#,NEWT: A!??TACH STRU- - ATz8 
CEllEWlL DESCRIPITOR: Rear orhi t ,nr  t,n PT at.t,ach st;rtlr.t~~re (1pfl.-hand and r i ~ h f . - h a n r l ) .  
MOD= SCALE: - 0.01.0 MODFX DRAWING NO : _VL?R-000C)47, lnOr3063n 




FULL SCALE MODEL - S C m  
#l Xo - 1317.00 13.1 70 
TARLE T I 1  (CONTfD) 
MODE& COMWl@33T: ATTACH STRWCPURF) - 
G m  DESCRIFTLON: Flirbk-hand 11mbi.linal Fair ing -t,o ET r r o - -  mnmher 
at,%ach stri).ctilr~ (1 mem5er) 
MODR, SCAm: 0.6'10 
DRAWING NO. : VT178400623 M p t . i n  F a r S ~ t  +.a R2A00207Q00 
DIMESBIOIJS : KEMEER FULLSCALE WDEtr S C b U  
Umbilical. f'airinp a t t a c h  noint, % 1717.00 13.170 
Yo f16.716 0 . 6 9 -  
% 247,1R2 2. k72- 
ET at tach point. 
Mameter, In. 
TABLF; 111 (flflNTqD) 
MODEL COMPONENII: ATTACH STRU- - 
GEWERAL DESCFUFTION: Forward SPR t.r) FT at t.arh 4.riirt.trre (LH an? RH) 
MODELSCPU: 0.010 
- 
MODEL MIAkTNG NO. : *- 
')?&WING NO.: VL744000M. Martin Mari~t~t.a R2hrX321)!~300 
A t t a ~ h  point 
FULL SCkLF: MOTEL -. S C A U  
1PIt. 5 (RH) 1.. 9h5 
- 
MCDEL COWOIIEI(T: ATTACH STRUC!CURE - AT3= 
G E W , L  DESCRIPmON: ?ear RT' t,o SFR aft,ar:h sf.rrlrtrlr~ (T?Y b RH) - 3 mamt~ers 
MODE& S C A U :  0.010 
- MODEL n%lkWSNG: 
DEWWING NO.: VL79-1IflOOh3. 4000h39 -0flCIOhA 
DDdJ!X8IOI?S : - FULL SCC.Le MOJZL 3CkL.h' 
Diameter of members, In. : 





5 2 M )  
TAPZIP TXI (CONTID) 
MODEL COMROFfENT: AWACH S!FElUCTW - ATrJ2 
G- DESCRTPLIOfl: Forward n r h i t . e r / ~ ~  attarh *t,r~lat i j re  ( 2  member strnsf 11ra) 
MODE% s c m :  0.033 
DRAWING NO. : VT.79--Mart tn Mari~t ta Q2hOn20911c 
D ~ S I O ~  : MPIBW FULL s c m  Mom sctm 
@ * % 7*R.lfj 
yo 0.0 0.0- 
(Att,ach p ~ i n t  an Tank) Z-J 5h2.5P 
@ *a 3GR. a 5 
yo 0.0 
Z* * Llm ML 
2.129.9 XT ,-- 
f -1'6*50 
Q 562.58 
h,o Mameter, In. 
TABLE I11 ( C O N T ~ ~ )  
MODEL COMPONENT :, now - BPA 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Lenp$h (03%: Fiud St,a x0=235). In .  1293.3 12.933 
Length (IML: F w d  Sta ~,=238), In*- 
Mox Width (m X, = 1528.31, In, 3hll_n 
Max Depth ( d  Xo = 1hAlr) T I I .  350.0 2.500 
Fineness Ratio 0. ?A/& 0,264 
Area - Pt 2 




TABLE ITT (CQNTfD) 
MODEL COMPONENT : CANOPY - % - 
GENERAL DESCRlPTlON : Conf i ry rn t  i on  7A. Canony i l e ~ r l  wi t4  f ~ l c n l a ~ ~  
- 
YOD3L 3CBL3: 0.010 MODEL PRAWTMC: SS-A001k7. R e l ~ a c e  12 
DRAWING NUMBER : , VL70-QOO1h3A - 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (@XO=434-hh3 -- 5?~).Tn. 113.357 1.1&3.l+ 
MaxWi$th (@ Xo = 51.3.1-27) 111. 152.412 1.534 







MODEL C0;IPONENT : XLTV')F! - rL, 
T I 
GENEW\& DESCRIPTION: 4.0 In. F.S. papr r a c h i n ~ d  3.nt.o E2(, e l ~ v o n .  Fl i p p ~ r  
doors. cant;nrhodv pjt?c~tc,. and t&=~lal c are nnt. -imtllitted. f Daf.~ arp fo r  t 
DRAW I NG NUYRER : Not avai3,ahle. 
DIKENS IONS : 
Area - F t  2 
Span (equival eat) , In. 
Inb'd equivalent chord . h. 
Outb'd equivalent chord . In. 
R a t i o  movable surface chord/ 
to ta l  surface chord 
A t  Inb'd equiv,  chord 
A t  Outbtci equiv. chord 
Sweep Back .Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Tailing Edge 
Hinge1 i ne 
(Product of area !Z 7 )  
Area Moment (-e). R3 
?+?an A arodynami r: Chord, In, 
FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
0.209A I). 3.996 
0. Loot _O.frQOlr 
0RIGINA.G PAGE IE 
OF POOR I & U m  
MODEL COMPONENT :. RQnY FLAP - Fin -. 
GENERAL. DESCRIPTION : ConPi ~ u r n t . i o n  I t O C  FSarly f l ap .  H i n p l  i n e  
DIMENSIONS : F U ~ L  SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (X0=1525.5 t o  X,=l.h17) In, 97.50 0.875 
Max Width (@ L.R. x,=! 525.5) In. 25'.+00 ?, 560 
'- 
M a x D e p t h ( Q  Xo A 1532) Tn. 10.794 
Fineness Ratio 
Area - Pt 2 
Max. Crcsr-Seetiona[ (@ Y.L* ) ?541Q6 0.0035 
Planforrn 135.00 0.0135 
- 
Wetted -- I 
Base (X, = ?h?3) t.89 0 . W 5  ' 
TABLE 111 (coNT~D) 
MQDEL SOMPONENT: FEYDLINR - FIZO 
GXNERAL DES?RIPTIOI.!: Lr.IZ f - s d l i w  on i lppv lef t -hand ?ids of TZg. 
MOFEL SCALE : 0.010 
8 
DILAT?r3NG NO.: lTL7P-000043, -0042R 
Enadin,? edge at: 















Is. 1 hO 






5 .  Rlkl 
0.1R2 
TABLE ITI (CONT~D) 
MOnP;L GObFOh'ENT: FKFDLJNS - FL11 
RfE?.AL PESCRTPTTU!!: LO2 f s s d l i n ~  on upper r i~bt , -hand nf  TPA. 
0 A : 0,010 
DXA18ING 110. : ~~7R-n000h3 ,  -0000429 
DTrnNSICh'S: 
Lea+!in~ e d v  at: 
















TABLE I11 (CONT~D) 
MflDEL COMPOEENT: FAIFI.TNG - FRlO 
CRNEEIAL DESCRf PTION: Umh-Llical danp fal r t n ~  hetw.tnn t h o  aft; ~~1orh-i . t  er 
at tach ~t,rll.s+iu-e. 
FOIIEL SC4LX: 0.010 
DRAWSNS NO.: VL78-MH3063, -000062B, Martin Marietta F12600207000 
DII!EMSIONS: FULL SCALE NODEL S C A B  
Leading edge atl XT 2052.0 20,520 
Length 
f i a t  h 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ; Prp1.l'minarv IML V P ~ - i ~ t l  01' q h ~ ? * f ,  r ) T 6  pod. 
(F i  nq+ 71-~-drl nrt O,f115 C C ~ ]  0 vnrln] 36°C) Par 1. a$+ h!o, 06 83) 
(On0 nf +,WO side?) 
JCIDT?L ?SAT$: O . i l 1 0  
DRAWING NUMBER: VL704ofll~57 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (OW Fwd 7t.a X, = l g l l ) ,  IF. 25L.0 2 . 5 ~ 0  
Mox Width (@ Xo = 1511). In. - 175. A 1.756 
Max Depth !" Xo = 1511) In. 73.  A 0.736 -
Fineness Rotio 2. Sir1 2.541 
Area - F~~ 




MODEL COMPONENT : ~~~ - HI A r 2 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Conri rn1-UC o r h i  ter C)-d 
no?. 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Max Width (Q X, = 1511.), Tn. 13h. FI 1.348 
Max Depth (@ X, = 1.51.1-) In. 71,. 70 0.7k7' 
Fineness Ratio 2.4P4 2.484 
Max. Cross-Sectional 5P, 861L - 0.0059 
Wetted 
MODEL COMPONETC: 010 NrlZZLES - F!26 
--- 
GISI~EF~~IL D E Y C R I R I O N :  Cnn7-I I ~ ~ d / a , l  e*. 
D r n r m J ~  NWBlE9: YL70-OOOll&3A (Iarat,i on) . SS-A0010h. Relaace 5 (contour) 
DIMW310NS : FULL - SCALE MODEL SCALE 
f&iCH NO. 
Length - In. 
G i m b a l  h i n t  to Exit Plane 
Throat t o  Exit  Plane 
iliameter - In. 
Exit 
!Chroat 
I n l e t  
Area - ft2 
E x i t  
Throat 
G i m b a l  Point, (S ta t ion)  - In. 
Le f t  Up@@r rnozzle 
x g  
y o  ' 
20 
NQT1 Posi t ion  - Ikg. 
Left 'Wpm Nozzle 
..- 
?I , Pitch '  
Yaw 
+ w r  nozzle 
Pitch 
Yaw 
TARLE IIT (coNT~D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: RSRM NOZZLE - Nsh 
GEImRAL DESCRIPTION : Roo=t,ar 101.74 rohlret, motrot- nozzles.  
MODEL BCkLE: 0.010 
Dm310NS : EVLL SCAl2 MODEL B C A U  
WCH NO. 
Length - In. 
Clrnbal mint to Exik Plane 
Throat Lo E x i t  Plane 
Diameter - In. Exit ( 1 . D .  ) 
 it (1o.n.) 
Throat 
I n l e t  
Area - ft2 
Ex5 t Fax craps-sect,ional (I .D. ) 
Throat 
Gimbal Point (s tat ion)  - In. 




Null Position - k g .  
Lart. - Nozzle 
R t c h  
Yaw 
Eight, Zamar~ Nozzle 
P i t c h  
Yaw 
ORIGZNa PAGE JB 
OF POOR QUAI3.m 
M0133L COMPr)Nl3NTr SRR PROTIJRERIINCF: - PS1 
T;F1blEPAL DESCR.IPTIOM: Tlect,rj.cal f ,unn~I fairinp on top of each ST1T3. 
KOD31, SCALE: 0.010 
DRATfi?INO NO, : FTOMTi: 
D I ~ ~ ~ I O N S  (DATA FOE 1 OF 2): 
Leading edge a t  XR 
Centerline of tunnel YR 
Trailing edge at  Xq 
Iieight,, 
Wfdth 
I,.?+. , n2c. 
FULL SCAIZ MOTlEt SCALE 
--
467.00 h .  670 
0.0 0. Q 
TARIE 111 (CMJT~D) 
MODEL COMPQNENT: SRR PROTtTRE;WNCE - PS2 i 
PEERAL DXSCRIPTION: SHr3 $T a t t ach  ring. 
MODEL SCAIX: 0.010 
DFA\iING NO. : VL77400036A 
DIIGNSIONS (DATA FOIZ 1 OF 2) : 
Cent erlf ne at X 
Width 
Height 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
1515.00 15.150 
10.00 0.100 
TABLE TI1 (CONT~D) 
14ODZ;,I, l?W"YENT: S!?B PROTUBmNCE - PS3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: separation rocket  f a i r i ng  on each SRB nozzle shroud 
located 30 deg. inboard from t o p  c e n t e r l i n e .  
MODZL SCALZ: 0.010 
DRAWING NO. : VL77400036A 
DIMENSIONS (DATA FOR 1 OF 2 STDES) 
Leading edge a t  XB 
Trailing 'edge at Xg 
FULL SCALE MODEL S C A U  
1796.0 17.960 
1889.0 18. @O 
Radial location i s  30 deg. inboard from top centerline. 
TABLR T I 1  (CONT~D) 
MODEL COl!PONEMT: SRB PROTUBEMIJCK - PS4 
(TNEFbIL; DISCRIPTION: A f t  struct,ural ring. Ring s t i f f  snt?r loca ted  at 
aft end of solid rocket booster. 
MODEL S C R U :  0.010 




Location of cen ta r l ine ,  In. XB 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
8.0 0.080 
6.0  0.060 
1833 7 18. 337 
TABLE 11 I (CONT'D) 
MODEt COMPONENT: SRB AFT SEPARATION MOTOR FAIRING - PS5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: F a i r i n g  over a f t  separation motors on SRB. 
Fai r ing  covers four separat ion motors. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.01 0 





from SRB mainbody 
from s k i r t  
Leading edge o f  f a i r i n g  a t  X S  
Leading edge sweep angle 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TABLE I I I (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMPONENT: TIEDOWN STRUTS - PSg 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 4 Tiedown struts on SRB skf rt.  
MODEL SCALE: 0.01 0 





Leading edge o f  f a i r i n g  a t  X, 
FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
64 .0  . .64 
14.0 .14 
TABLE III (COWID) 
MODEL COMPOh?HT : ELECTRICAL 1IIFE - P1'2Z 
GENERAL D3SCR'IPTION: Left-hand e l ec t r i ca l  conduit line on T2.g. 
VODEL S C A U :  0.010 
DiZAWING NO. : VL78-000063, -000062R. 
DImNSIONS : FULL S C A U  MODEL S C A K  
Leading edge at: X~ 1084.333 10.843 
YT - 99.591 - 0.936 
z~ - 1 . 0  1.396 
Tra i l ing  edge at :  X~ zO5fs.~O 20.5m 
YT 1 -99 .591 -0.996 
zT -139.630 - 1.396 
Oonduit s ize  2.0 x 6.0 0.020 x 0.060 
Centerline of l i n e  located radial ly at d = 35.5 deg. 
TABLE I11 (CONT~D) 
PODEL COMPOllENT: L92 PJCIRC~JLATLON LIm - PTzg 
GRNEiIAL DESCRIPTION : 1,02 r s n i r c ~ i l a t i o n  l i n e  on riqht,-hand upper side 
KOnSL SCALZ: 0.010 
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063, -0000628, Martin Maristt a 82600207000 
l-)mhr SIOblS : FULL SCAIE MODEL SCALE 
Leading edge at: XT 1 0 1 ~ ~ .  667 10,407 
YT 94.169 0.902 
ZT 540,934 5 409 
XT 2062.920 20.629 
YT 70.000 0.700 
ZT 573-934 5 739 
Trail ing edge at: 
Diameter of Line  4.0 0,040 
Centerl ine of lines located radial ly  at d = 36'45 f 
(Right a? TDC looking forward) 
TARLE I11 (CONTIT)) 
ErODrL COMPOhDNF: I,H2 RECIRCtI1A'PIr)lT LINE - PT24 
GENRFLAI; DESCRfPTION: LH2 r o c i r c d a t j . o n  line on T2$. 
MODEL SCALY: 0.010 
DRAWING NO. : VL78-000063, -0000A2B, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DI14EEISIONS: E L  SCALE MODEL SCALJ 
Leading edge at : X~ 1040.667 10.407 
K~ - 94.169 - 0.942 
ZT 5 40 931, 5 i+os 
XT 2062.920 20.629 
y~ -70.00 - 0.700 
zT 573* 934 5.739 
T r a i l i n g  edge at: 
Diameter of l i n e  4.0 0.040 
Centerline of Line located radially at d = 33'45 1 
(Left of TDL looking forward). 
MODEL CQMPOmNT: ELEC'WICAL ISINK - PT25 
GFNERAL DRSCRTPTXOIB: Right-hand af t  el.ectrica1. cundrlit 1-ine 00 T7$ W1.t.h 
LH2 prqssurs sensor lins and LO2 vent valve actuator  lino. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRA?UNG NO. : VL78-000063, -000062, Martin Marietta 82600207000 
DII4XMSIONS : RlLL SCAI,T;, 
Leading edge at: xr 108.k. 333 
YT 99 591 
z~ 139.620 
T r a i l i n g  sdge at: X~ 2058.00 
Y~ 99 * 591 
Z~ 139.620 








0.020 x 0.060 
Centerline of line located radially at 8 = 35?5 1 
TAFLE 111 (CONT~D) 
KODEL COMPONENT: LO2 PRTSSURE LINT", - ?T26 
rrfSNEIiAL 9ECSCIPTIOFl: LO2 pressure line on the T28. 
DRAWING NO. : VL7fl-000063, 6000623, Mart,in Marietta 82600207000 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE 
7,eading edge at: X~ 360.733 
YT 15 145 
Z~ 4G7.718 
Trail ing edge at: T 2083.5 
Line diameter 2.00 
Centerline of line located radially at  d = 27 dag. 
MODEL 
I 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: C o n f i a a ? , i n n  IkOC ~orblt,er r u d d e r  ( i den tkca l  t,o 
nrnErrsIotisi FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALF 
Area - Ft. 2 1M. 15 
- 
0.0100 
Span (equivalent)  . In. 201.0 2.020 
Inb'd equivalent chord, In. 91.. 5S5 0.91.6 
Outb'd equivalent chord , In. 
Rat io  movable surface chord/ 
total  surface chord 
A t  Inb ' d  equiv. chord 0 :4m 0.400 
A t  Outb1d equiv. chord , 0. ~ Q O  Q. I+OO 
Sweep Back -Angles, degrees 
- 
Leading Edge 34.83 s- 
T a i l i n g  Edge 26.25 - 26.25 
F ~ a n  A erad?mamir Chord, In. 
TABLE 111 (cONT~D) 
MODEL COMPONENT : ROflSTEEl SOLID R O C ~ E T  MOTOR - SI -a 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Confircuration MCR 500. Data fnr 1 o f  2 sides. 
DRAWING NUMBER : VL77-000066 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE 
Length (Include? nozzle), Tn. 1989.L 
ih{ax Width (Tank dia. ) In. I LA. o 
Max f ,th ( A f t  'tshrond) . In. 192.0 
Finensss Ratio 9.0hR 
Area - Ft 2 
Max. Cross-Sectional 201.062 
Wetted 
Base 
!rip of RSPM c e n t e r l i n e  (ZT). In, 400.0 
F5 oC RSRM now (x~). In. 7h3.0 
MODEL SCALE 
MODEL COMPONENT : BOOSTER SOLID P ~ ~ K E T  MO OR - s,, 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ; 
DIMENSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length (Inr,lu+e- n o z z ~ ~ ) ,  In. L 
Max Width (~ank d i a .  ). In. 1 / L A .  00 
~~~~h ( ~ f t  ~ h m i t r l  :nia. ) In. 192.00 1.9 20' 
w 
Fineness Ratio 9 .'7198 9.3199 





ORIGINAL PAGE I9 
OF P0(4R QUALW 
MODEL COMPONENT : Rxt srnal Tank - T7fl 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION ; 
NQTE: Dimenrions are t,o tank 4,ruct,l1ral ONL, TPS not, i n c l r i d ~ d .  
YODEL STALE: D. 010 
DIMEN Sl ON'S : 
Length . In. 
Max M Dia.. In. 
Mox Depth 
Fineness Rotio 





FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TABLE 111 (CONT'D) 
MODEL COMFONEWJ: VER!I!ZCAL - V g  
GENERAL DESCRImON: &fi m , r n t . i  nn 1 LT)C nrh+t .~ t .  u;ort.i pa7 +nil 
f i p r ~ r & + n n  1 I,OA 'R i ter.t i .nl  t -4 7 ! ( i d e n t i c a l  t n  cnr 
M O D E Z B C A U :  f i - i l lT)  
D R ( . . I ~ G  NUMBER: 'JL7O-nO01110C , ~L70~01,.0001.!ch~ 
DDBNSIONS : FULL SCALE MODEL SCkU 
TOTAL 114TA 
ilrea (mea l  - ~ t '  
mnform 
Span (Theo) - In. 
P,apect Ratio 
Rate of %per 
Tape? Ratio 
Sweep-Bck Angles, Degrees. 
Leading Edge 
Trailing Edge 
0.25 Element L ine  
Chords : 
Root ( ~ h e o )  'dl? 
Tip ('i'heo) 5P 
Mhc 
Fus. Stn. of .25 MAC 
W.P. of .25 wc 
B.L. of -25 wc 
Airfo i l  Sec t ion  
Leading Wedge sngle - 
Trailing Wedge k ~ l e  
Leading Eage Radius 
Void Area 
Blanketed Area 0.00 0.00 
80 DEt COMPONENT : MINE-N I A 
TEXEW, DESCR:DTI(X'i: Conf irzuration h 
NOTE: : I d e n t i c a l  t,o. WI 7 I .  except. a i r f o i l  thickness. Dihedral angle is a l o n ~  
t r a i - d ~ ~ !  nf w-3.r- 
MODEL SCATR? 0 - u  
DIM.ENS IONS : FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Area (Tho. )  ~t~ 
? I an form 
Span (Theo In, 
Aspec', ! lat i0 
Rate o f  Taper 
Taper Rat lo  
Dihedral Angle, degrees 
Incidence Angle , degrees 
Aeradynamlc Twist ,  degrees . 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
LendSng Edge 
Trai l i ng Edge 
0.25 Element L:ne 
MAC- 
Fuse Sta. o f  2 5  MAC 
W.P. o f  .Z5 MPC 
B.L. o f  ,25 MAC 
EXPOSED DATA, . 
Area ( ~ h e o )  F T ~  
Suan. (Theo) In. BPI08 
~spec t  - Rat1 o 
Taper b t l o  
C k r d s  
R o o t  BPI08 
T-ip 1.00 b 
MAC 7 
FUS. Sta. of .25 MAC 
U.P. o f  .25 MAC 
B ~ L ,  of ,25 M4C 
Afrfol'l Section (Roclonll Mod M A )  
XXXX-64 
Root $ * 
Data for (I 1 o f -  (2 )  ~jdes 
Leading Edge Cuf f  
Planform Area ~t~ 
Leading Edge Entefrects Fus M. L. @ S k  







3.  ooo 
Notes 1 
Positive directions of  force coefficients, 
Figure 1 . - A x i s  systems. 
- ,< ..$-#- 
'- crcs NOzztE, 
@*IS POD, MI , 
A 
a, O r b i t e r  Three View 
Figure 2. - Model sketches. 
b. Mated Vehicle 
Figure 2. - Continued, 
E C y ( n a  ri-CE 
-".-- 
-..--  - 
c. SRB Protuberances 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
(%a) nrrmAs* TAIX m u u c =  
A 
. 1 : . .  + . . * . * . .  . '  
d .  (TZB) External Tank Protuberances 
Figure 2. - Continued, 
TAP 1 
TAP 5 
- TAP 6 
Prcssurc Tap 1;anif old 
T J O C ~ ~ .  j 07 
-- - 
I:~LYY~?TS liur5er ( \ 
e, Base Pressure Instrumentation 
Figure 2. - Continued. 
62 
f, Orbiter Body Flap Pressure Coefficients 
figure 2. - Concluded. 
Note: 
-- 
THESE DATA USED TO CORRECT 
BODY FLAP UPPER SURFACE TO 
FREESTREAM STATIC PRESSURE 




NOTE: Some plotted d a t a  figures conta in  selected data 
f rom t e s t  IA43, which i s  documented in DMS-DR-2204,. 
D A T A  Y T  SY- ~ l t ~ R h T l C P 3  ESCRIPTl@4 BE FA REFEEWE I W m T  I ON 
[ -3 1 Q W b T  1088/1 I 19 1 1 A-441 CONFlG9RATIOIV O2/T4/S7 ,000 SREF 2650.m00 SO.FT. 
13-2a I DATA NOT AVAILAELE .OC13 LREF 1m.m 1-S 
1 3 - 6 2 C t 1 1  g LpWT l,/ll!9 i!A-++l L N I @ J R ~ ~ I O N  T4/S7 -030 I 2 E l . m  1-S (-181 DATA WT AVAJLAELE em," xrw 96.a3a3 IN* XT 































W tx Q 
LL 
-- 1 6 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
F I GURE 4 CBNF IGURAT ION BUI LG-VP EFFECTS ON LONG I TUD INAL CHARACTER1 ST1 CS 
CAIPACa = 1 .GO PAGE 1 
OATA S E T S Y m  C h i l G u 3 A T f O ~  DESCRlPTICW BETA .- - --- - ~ - -  . - 
[Wm31 q WwT 1088/1119 [ [A -$41  CO$WIG?rffATIW 02/Tt/S7 . DOC1 
[ %mi's 1 DATA NOT A V A ~ L A B - E  .om 
t&830lI 2 W V T  ICBB/IlI9 III-44) CO%FlG1;RATlON T4/S7 .COO 
[ 3183181 DATA Wf AVAILABLE . Cm 

DATA SET S Y W -  CDWltXli?ATI&"*I DEStRlPTICIJ BETA REFEREKE I M m T i [ J N  
t a m 3 1  0 WYT 10B8/1i19 CIA-441 CON;JGURATIDN OZ/T4/S7 . Doll SREF 2690.0000 =.FT 
[ armzc I OATA MT AVAILAXE .om LREF 1m.m I K S ~  
I &83011 LPdT 1CEWlI19 [ ] A - 4 4 1  CCIkFlGURATlGN T4/S7 .OD0 M F  1233.3030 I W k S  
!3.83!81 2 DATA N3T AvAJLABE . Wo WRP 976.- IN. XT YE?? .m IN. YT 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 4 CONF IGURAT! ON BiJI LO-UP EFFECTS ON LONG I TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
[AIPACH = 1.60 PAGE 4 
DATA S E T S Y M K L  CWfG! !RhTILW DESCRIPTlI4? fflTA 
1 ~ 3 1  UPVT !089/11:19 CIA-442 CDWIGURATlOh O2/T4/S7 , . O M  
( 343320 I DATA Wf  A V A I L A R E  ,000 [ a - m l  1 P d f  \C88/1! 19 1 [A -441  C W I G ! ! A T [ a V  T4/57 . 000 
[ -18 I M T A  W7 A v i l l ~ A k E  . UCO 
SREF X 9 . m  SD.FT. 
tREF 1293.m lK&S 
S F  1 ~ 0 . ~ ~  IK&S 
XU* YW 576.[X3M IN. XT 
-0903 IN. YT 
F IGURE 4 CBNF I GURATI ON BU ICD-UP EFFECTS ON LONGI TUD I NAL CHARAcTf R ISTICS 
I A I " A C i - f  = 1.60 PAGE 5 
DATA SET SY- CCN IMATION DES~RIPT:ON BETA 
[ P a 0 3  1 q ~ 0 y . r  1DBB/ll t9 t LA-441 CCG!WJRATION D2/T4/57 .OW 
1 *WIG I DATA WT AVAILALE .ma 
IbBJ3ll 2 9 Y T  iCB8/1119 CIA-($1 CDYIGLRATIOY 74/57 .W 
[ &83!8 1 9 4 T A  hCr & V A l i + . X E  . 000 
YW ,rXXxJ !k. YT Zrw 4w.m .&. ZT 
SCALE .0100 
-16 -8 - 4  Q 4 8 12 16 - I 2  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 4 CONFIGURAT IQN BUI LD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG1 TUD I N A t  CHARACTERISTICS 
Ca3'-'ACn = 2.00 PAGE 6 
D A T A  SET S Y W -  C W I G U R A T I O N  MSCRIPTI IY I  aE TA REFEREME IWmATJm 
1-3 I q UPvT 1 0 8 8 / 1 1 1 9  [ lh-441 CQ\FIG~JRATII~'~ 02/T4/S7 . OD0 S F  2690.- SO.FT. 
I M ~ I  DATA hC' AvAILAELE .OD0 LEF 12SiJ.JX30 1tb-S 
[ a-1 I LPVT LOBB/I~IS t i ~ - 4 5 1  C W I W ~ R A T ~ C I ~ ~  ~ 4 ~ 7  .am BKF 1m.m IS-s [3-E31;8l 2 O A T 1  M I T  A v A I L A ~ E  -000 x.* SIG.[XXn Ihr. XT 
Y KW .(X100 IN. YT 
ZrW 4CO.WM Ih. ZT 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 4 CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LBNGI TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
C3IUACH = 2.00 PAGE 7 

3 A T A  SET SY- CORFIEStATtON OESCRlPf1O.r BETA REFEREKE I M m T I m  
f b B 9 3 1  q LPff IC88/1119 I IA-441 Ce?'FlG?JRATION 02/T+/S7 .OM) S F  2690.C#X1 fO*FT* 
[ 3ra3M 1 DATA h!3T A V A I I A E E  .OW LREF 1m.a Ic%S 
1343311 L P Y T  lOBs/ll!9 Clh-f41 C N I G L R A T I O I  T 4 - 5 7  .COO EREc 130.3JX3 Ih-5 
13-83!81 L. 3 4 T A  hUT AVAI,ABLE . Dm x r a  96.COX 113. XT Yma IN. YT 
Z W  400.- 1 a . n  
=ALE .OIM 
-16 -12 -8 - C  0 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
F!GURE 4 CONFIGUkATIBN BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
t i3J"ACn = 2.OQ PAGE 9 
DATA SET COh~l13rXATIDN DESCRIPTIOV BETA REFERENCE I W E V A T  1CN 
i a-6033 I 4 t ~ v r  1w/1 I 19 t IA-451 COUIG~RATIOX o ? / T ~ / s ~  .om SF s40.m y.~!. 
13-832i1 I SATA hCT A V A : L A L E  .COY tREF 129.3.- .-S [%83011 W V f  fm/1119 iIA-4+il CO,WIDJRATIO~J T + / q  .m E?EF lm.3aM J " H S  
t 3-~a3!8 I L DATA kOT A V A ~  L A X E  .OCa 976,13233 I N . X T  
Y W  .KO3 IN. YT 
Z W  400.0303 IN. ZT 
%ALE .0100 
.5 . 4  .3 .2 . 1  0 -. 1 - .2 - .3 - .4 
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMF 
FIGURE 4 CONF IGURATI BN BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG I TUDINAL CHARACTER ISTI CS 
181FhCM = 2.00 PAGE 10 
DAT? Sf SY- C W I G J R A T I D N  MSCRIPTlDk B E ~ A  
I 81&303 I q UPvT 1 C88/l I 19 I 1 A-441 Cb\F ITJURAT ION 02/T4/$7 . O M  [3+32U1 LPvT IC6B/11 19 I 1 A-44 I CON; !&RAT ION C2/T4 .OD0 
[ 3-B3011 LPYT !IEjB/1:19 Ilh-441 CO%FIG'S?Af!ON r4/57 . LW 
I M I B I  DATA hC. A'IAILAELE . O U  
-F 2 6 9 0 . m  S3.FT. 
LREF 129.33(X1 1-S 
mzf 1m.3500 I*'\LitS 
X W  9 7 S . m  IN. XT 
Y r n  .ccQo IN. YT 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
GURE 4 CONFIGURATION BU I LO-UP EFFECTS ON LONGI TUO INAL CHARACTERIS r I cs 
"ACh = 2,50 PAGE 11 
S F  2690.cOm SG.FT 
LfgC 1m.m IK*S 
1235.3332 :=s 
X ? i T  970.- I h . X T  
Y W  .oIxx3 !N. YT 
Z W  4 W . m  !N. 2' 





























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIGURE 4 CdNF IGURAT I ON BU ILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG I TUDINAL CHARACTER1 ST ICS 
CCIuACt i  = 2.50 PAGE 12 
3 A T A  SET C W I W A T I B V  [ESCPIPTIBN BETA 
{BrsC031 Q WWT 108811115 CIA-441 CWIGMATI~ 02/T4/57 .WO 
1 81%Z J ?i%'T fCI8B{11!9 ( ih-441 CBNFIGURATIEN OZ/T4 -000 
L-311 LPWT li88/1119 lIA-+il CWFIGL2hTlOII TWS7 .000 
[ &BCiB 1 DATA KDT A V A I L A S - E  .Em 
REFEREKE L W r n T I r n  
SREF 26W.011DO SQ.Fr. 
LREF 1 r n . X ~ X  1.~335 
eAEF 1233.3XX1 INhs 
XP2P 9 7 6 . m  ' 1 N . X f  
Y <W .m9 IN. YT 
ZtGP 4 w . m  !N. ZT 
SCALE .OIoO 
MACd = 2.50 PAGE 13 
GAT+ SET SY- ZrcIPT 1 W E T A  = F E E S €  ! ? Y ' W A T  1 [N 
r * B L ~ I  Q -541 CW-IGL'RATI, 1- * TWYI .m SF =.m M-FT- 
t + a m  ) 8 . i I A-44 I CON: I G U ~ A T  I ON . J ~ I T ~  ,000 L E F  129C!.mO !hOES 
!"tnN . 9 f I *.-44 1 CoNr I t '~i?kT ION 14/57 .Om B E F  k23.m f c ~ s  
1 M32!8;  2 . ru . T V I ~ L ~ ~ E  .W xrw 976.aXK3 IN- XT 
YyW . C E O  IN. YT 
z 4 G O . L W  IN. ZT 
SCALE -01 r#3 
. L;5 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. AlPHAc DEGREES 
FIGURE 4 CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG1 TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
I C S Y A C ~  = 2.50 PAGE 14 
T C~WIG'JRATION ESCRIPTIMi  BETA REFEREKE JWOAnAf 1m j UPWT 1 ~ e 8 / 1 1 1 9  L nl C O ~ G ~ ~ ~ A T I ~ N  oz/ ra /a  .COO SREF 2690 .~00  ~ 0 . ~ 1 .  
LQvT 1 CSB/ 1 I 1 9  f r A-4'r 1 COWIG?IRAT ION 02/T4 . CQO L X F  1Ef3.3ra3 I K $ s  
LPVT ! C B B / l t l S  [ iA-441 C E W I G s R A T I O R  T 4 f S  ,030 m F  129C3.30DO lxks I] 2 DATA Mi hvhl~h3LE .000 x M p  9 7 6 . m  IN. Xf 
Y 4 W P  .mQ3 IN. Y T  
ZYRP 4 m . m  IN. ZT 
SCALE .OIDll 
FBREBdDY P ITCHING MOMENT C8EFFIC IEE'fv CLNF 
GURE 4 ZONF I GURAT I ON BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG ITUD TNAL CHARkCTERISTICS 
?ACn = 2.50 PAGE 15 
T S Y W ~  CIYVF I WRAT I ON DESCR IPT I ov SE T A  REFEWICE 1 N..lFHAT I DN 
j UPPT lo=/[ 119 [!A-$53 CU~F!GL?RATIO~Y 02/T4/57 .000 SREF &-.0(135 50.FT. 
1 UPff 10B8/t119 :la-441 C E N F l ~ A i I D Y  02 /T4  .mu LREF 1m.m It-5 
I $ W d T  lCSB/!I!P CIA-441 CDSFIGURATION T 4 / 5 7  ,000 S F  lF3.3X30 1-5 
1 LPVT 1c80/!119 Ilh-441 C5kFfD5'ATION T4 .@m xrm 970.03m 1 N . x l  
Y 4 Y R P  .CCrSJ IN. YT 
Z W  400.- IN. ZT 
SCALE .01m 
-12 -8 - 4  0 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACHr AL,PHAo DEGREES 
GURE 4 CONFIGURATION BU I tD-UP Ef FECTS ON LONG I TUD INAL CHARACTER1 STICS 
M A C H  = 2.96 PAGE 16 
5Q.FT. 




-16 - 12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHI!, DEGREES 
I GURE 4 CONF T GURAT ION BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG1 TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
lw6CH = 2.86 PAGE 17 
3 A f A  SET SY%3!L C W I G U R A T I O N  CESCRIPTIBY BETA EFEREME ISmT!m 
t W C 0 3 1  Q LFVT iC@S/1119 [ ! A - t i 1  C O h f l t L I R A T t ~ Y  OZ /T+ /V  .000 S F  ?33.(XXJ3 SG*FT. 
t &9SX I UPVr lcS8/1!19 [lh-441 COblGbRATIOLI O2/T4 .cKK! IRE' .2!3.3300 i-s 
[ 3-823: I G'kT lIItS8/11!3 t:A-54) C O \ F I C d A T t C \  TWS7 .OCo 9;IYF !233.3Ji? + a c k s  
[ 36018 1 Q! L a T  ices,!: 1s r l*-rrl ccv:c,a*r:cu r 4  .coo k w  9 6 . m  Ih. XT 
y-33 .EUJ IN. YT 
ZF2P 4 m . m  Ih. fT 
SALE .a: C 3  
- 16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE UF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
F 1 GURE 4 CBNF I GbRATI ON BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LQNGI TUDINAt CHARACTER ISTI CS 
13IvACH = 2.88 PAGE 
3 A I A  5ETSYP83,  C C W I G ' J R A T I M ~ C E S C R I P T I ~ V  BETA 
S F  2630.00[Xl SOH. 
LREF 1m.m !hc*s 
e F  1293.KX30 lM&S 
XW 976.- I % .  XT 
Y W  .- IN. YT 
zU2? 400.- IN. ZT 
SALE .OIOO 
ANGLE 8F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 4 CONFIGURATION BUILO-UP EFFECTS ON LONG1 TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CDlVACm = 2.96 PAGE 19 
3 4 T A  SET S Y w B  ClZrFIGtRATIUY DESr3RlPTfUN E T A  REFR;EWZE IwmTItPi 
!3+2031 L P b T  1I388/1119 CIA-541 COhFIG'WATfON 02/34/57 -033 SREF ZGS3,DZm W.FT. 
[ H 3 2 0  1 bPuT 1C88/1!19 [Ih-441 CC%F!G43ATfON C2/i4 .ED3 LREF 1293.- ! q S  
~~~! 1 LPVT 11388/13!9 CIA-$41 CGVIGJRATIDV T4/S7 +CEO 1m.m . C k S  
13-8318) 2 W I T  !CBB/1 I IS (!*-++I C 0 S L t W A T : C Y  T4 .O,ROI 9s.- Ih. XT f E,?? .m IN. Y T  
M i r  4m.m I&. t' 
K A L E  .QlW 
.S . i .3 .2 1 0 -. 1 - .2 - .3 
FOREBQDY PITCHING KOMENT COEFFICIENT* CLMF 
FIGURE 4 CONFIGURATION BUI LD-UP EFFECTS QN LONG I TUD INAL CHARACTERISTICS 
C D l ? + ' P f i  = 2.86 PAGE 2C 
~ ~ r a ~ ~ r s v m x  C ~ ~ W I ~ A T I O N M K R ~ P T I L Y U  BETA REFEREFCE I ~ F ~ A T I ~  
L bBfX33 1 q L?WT !OW/] 119 [ I A - 4 3  1 C G V  IrERATlON O 2 / T 4 / S 7  .OD0 S F  X90.[XXW3 SO.FT. 
l a-BOM 1 L?vT IW/l I 1 9  [ ] A - 4 4 1  COhFIGuRATIOV O2/T4 .MO LAEF 1253.3300 lK*s 
~IJ; l C ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ C - 4 4 l  C O W ~ Q J R A T I D ~ T i / 9  .DO3 E)4EF 1290.7300 1-5 
.COO 9 E . m  1N.xT 
Y-w .ma IN. YT 
Zr ;N 400.aXX3 IN. ZT 
S A L E  .O!m 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE OF AT TACK, ALPHA* DEGREES 
F T GURE 4 CONF LGURAT ION BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG1 TUDINAL CHARACTER I S T  I CS 
CE3"AC- = 3.90 PAGE 2 1 
OAT) S E T  SYWF, C L h F i W R A T [ O u  E S C R I P T I O N  
 ETA KFERENCE I AT I LW 
I&tS3031 WrT 1CB9/t119 CIA-441 COWIGLWAlIO% OZ/T4fSI .M30 !3!EF Z93.m a.Fl 
3-8332 1 ,DWT 1CB8/1115 IIA-441 CEISFIGd2ATICI.V OZ/Trt . CCD LREF 1295.3XX3 1 % ~  i 34301 1 LPrT lt9s/l I I9 (14-441 COhFiGURAT!C.V T i / S 7  ,000 E !me= I K m S  
i a-8~i181 L 3 A ' A  h ~ ;  A V A I L A ~ E  .COO 576.CL30C) I v . x T  
Y W  .m 1%. YT 
zr?? 4m.m IY. ZT 





























- ! 6 - 12 -8 -4  C 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
F IGURE 4 CBNF IGURAT I O N  BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG 1 TUD I NAL CHARACTERISTICS 
C E I Y A C f i  = 3.90 PAGE 
1 SUM= CWFIG-4hfICy.l DESCRTPTlON BETA REFEREKE I G m h T f  
s a PWT 1(388/1119 [ IA-421 tWlGURAT1@4 02/T4/51 .m SQEF ~ 5 u . m  =.FT. 
UPVT lr?88/1119 11A-441 CO~F:GLRATION O2/T4 .DO0 LREF 1290.m 1-S ! 9 9 Y T  IC88;1119 CIA-.$$] COhCISaRATIDY T W S I  ,000 3- 129il.33m I N C s S  
1 DATA hOT A V A I L A K E  -030 xu?? 976.W30 IN. XT 
YSK;' .m 1N. YT 
ZPrr 5 m . a  lh'. ZT 
SCALE .OtW 
-16 -i2 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 , 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
GURE 4 CONF I GURAT1 ON BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERIST I CS 
"ACH = 3.90 PAGE 23 
IATA *T SrrB3~ COG I U h f  lDh DESCRIPTlm BETA REFEREECE 1 b-#XAT Im 
-31 W T  ICES/!] 19 [:A-441 C C N ~ I G C R A T I ~  02.fT4/S7 . l ro  SREF =.- 9 . F T -  
3-Ef3-W 3 b p i T  1C88/5119 IIA-453 CP&~GU?ATION 03/T4 . a00 LREF !293.31XL: 1.%*S 
mQ! 1 2 L T 4 T  1CBe/t 119 [:A-l4l CCYI@JRATIC\ 74/57 . DCO =F :290.rXY1 1-5 
&=:B I DATA Mt AvAitaELE .OW x*? 976.0050 ;&. ky 
T r q p  .m Ik. YT 
z m  4u3.0332 IN.  ZT 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 4 CQNF IGURATION BUf LD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG I TUOINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
CEIVACe = 3.50 PAGE 24 
DATA Y T  S Y W Q  CE\F!MATION MSCRIPTICN BETA EFERECE IWrnhTIrn 
( & a 3 1  C[ LPWT ]C88/!119 [ I A - 4 4 1  C W l t ! A T l O K  02/T4/57 -039 SREF 2650.m w.Ff. 
3 - N M  1 b ~ i r  I ~88/1119 I 1 h-44 1 CB\FIGL;?ATlCN 02/~4 . OD0 LREF 1m.m 1-S (s-emll wvr ! C B ~ / I ~ I S  I I A - C ~ ~ I  COG~D-~ATICI% ~ $ 1 ~ 7  .mo Q ~ E F  1 ~ 3 , -  I-s 
L9-83:81 2 OhT* M T  AYA!Ll!3-E .DS", XW 96.-  1 N . X T  
Y amp .Ma3 IN. YT 
2,- - i M . m  IN- ZT 
SCALE .01m 
.24 .20 .16 .I2 .08 - 0 4  0 - -04 
FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLPF 
FIGURE 4 CONFIGURATION BUI LD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG ITUD INAL CHARACTERIS'TICS 
IEIXACA = 3.90 PAGE 25 

DATA SET SW'Bo, COKF 1GtrRAT ION DESCRlPTl eU BETA 
FIGURE 4 CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFEC rS ON LONG1 TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
[ ~ I Y A C d  = 4.60 PAGE 27 
T S Y P ~  C ~ I ~ Q A T I U N  ESCRIPTIW ETA WE- INCWATTO~ 
0 LPWT lOBB/1119 C I A - 3 4 1  CW1E; fchT lON O 2 / T i / 5 7  *Em S F  iG9,0030 SO-FT- 
LPWT 1m/1115 CIA-441 CGLZIGLQATICN 02/T5 .CY?C! LREF 1 X . m  IVD-ES 
t ~ v r  ICWI 1 $9 [ I A - G ~ ~  CO:,- IGLUAT:E& T+/- .om 3 i 7 ~ ~  1m.m f-s 9 LPhT Im,lliS (In-v,) cwIwwT;w T t  .COO -.rp 9 6 . m  AN* xT 
-v2? .OEC€I 1%. YT 
P* 4 m . m  14- ZT 
<:ALE .01m 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA= DEGREES 
BURE 4 CDNFIGURAT ION BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONG I TUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
PACn =* 4.60 PAGE 28 


CllVIikRATfWCEStR~PT1W-4 E T A  REFEREME I h F W A T  Im 
C LEK 8F?/~PVf[IA-43r441 C U ~ l G u R A T I I J M  02/T4/S7 .000 S F  26%.[53X! F.FT.  
P V T  1C88/tII9 CIA-441 CCIWIGURATIOX 02/T4 .[?IT3 :REF IZ35.32W ;C*s 
LARC %T/GPYT[ 1'-43,441 WXFIGLIRAT!EI.U T 4 / 9  -000 m F  1FR.m IhWS 
L A X  BFT&PWT I [*-+I. 44 I CIY(FIQ!RAT1BV Tt .M?O XYFP S 6 . m  ;h'* XT 
Y W  ,m IN* YT 








0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
MACH 
FIGURE 4 CONF IGURAIION BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
PAGE 3 1 
Y p i 5 a .  C[Z;FlR.dATIN\; DtSfAiPTIOrJ BETA R E F E E W E  IWWAT?IS3 
LARC S T / i P w T t  i.4-43r*4! Cl3XFlmRATII3N a2/T+/S7 .OM3 SREF 2693.- S O - F T -  
WET !-/I ! IJ  C 1 A-4s 1 CCkTI E"RAT ION 02 /T4  .@DO -REF I&-. IhwS 
L A X  8=T/~3YTCIA-$3rt41 CWIGLRATIOT: T4/S7 .D30 S F  I2S3.303C1 *-S 9 LAW BT&PwT[  I A-$-3.++1 C g X i  lGLRATID*l T+ -033 XW 976.- l ' 4 - x T  Y W  .am Ihi. YT 










FIGURE 4 CBNF I GURATION BUI LO-UP EFFECTS ON LONG I TUB INAL CHARhCTERIST ICS 
PAGE 32 
O A T  S T  S Y M L  C W ~ G L ~ R A T I D %  ESfRIPTlOr4 BETA 
DATA SET S r580( C W I W R h T I C N  OEYRIPTIGN E T A  REFEREKE I Y P b r I N  
L A X  s r , w T [  1~-43.4+1 C ~ F I  G S A T I ~  E ~ / T - ~ / s I  .ma SEF Z E ~ S . Z I , ~  92.- - 
t ? v T  lCBB/lI 19 C 1 A-451 CC*-!L+?ATlO% O2/T; . C m  LXF iZ57.ZEl I'C-ES 
LA% F T J u P ~ T I I A - ~ ~ ~ ~ S ~  C V I O J ~ ~ T I C I  T4 57 . C M  lW.3z-Z :%GS 2 L * ~ & T / ~ W ~ I I A - ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ = I G - ~ ~ A T I C I  T i  .m XW s - 6 . ~  :'.. X T  YW .- I % . y T  
zx?? rim.&m tb. ZT 
SALE .EX? 
MACH 
FIGURE 4 CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LONGITUDINAL CHARACTERISTICS 
PAGE 34  
D A T A  SET S 
I B-8004 I 
I 9-El21 I 
( *B=C2 I 
1.8-83!91 
F: GURE 5 CONFIGURATION BUI LD-UP EFFECTS ON t h T  ,-Dl RECP , CHARACTERISTICS 
PAGE 35 
F IEURE 5 CONFIGURATION BU ILD-UP EFFECTS BN LAT .-DIRECT. CHARACTERIS f ICS 
[ A 3 v A C ~  = 1.60 P A G E  36 
DATA SET S Y m  COW;FIWATlf lN OESCRIPTIIH ALPHA REFEEME W m A T  1
k X K l 4  1 q lYrT t W / 1 \  !9 [ !A-441 CWIWATIW O2/T4/S7 .OW S?EF 2EZO.m S - f T .  
[ w U 2 1  I DATA hOT A V A I i A & E  -em L E F  1250.- 1-5 
C a&'J02 1 1217 lCB8/11!9 [!A-541 C @ F I G S A T I C + i  T4/57 . Cm 89EF lEU.3300 !K&s 
[ *8319 1 B mT* MI AVAILARE .om x~WP 97s.- !N- xT 
Y ~ P  ,ax0 !N. YT 
ZEZP 4w.can rN. ZT 






































SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 5 CONFIGURATION BUILD-UP EFFECTS ON LAT .-DIRECT . CHARACTERISTICS 
IA l? lACH = 1.60 PAGE 37 
Y E W  IN. YT 
tm 4m.m ! \ .ZT 
'SCALE *C!:C3 
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:%8'%l91 CATA hCT  r d A l c A Z E  .OD3 F :Z.Tm IhCrrs 
13193231 , DATA ~ D T  AYAI,~~-E .EZO x w  r5.rxm 1%. X'f 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF SUB DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT, 
133vAC;. = 3.20 PAGE 132 
3 A T A  SET ST= tBVIWRAT1BY ESCRIPTII?N BETA REFERENCE I S m T 1 O . l  
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF SRB DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CWARACT. 
13 lYACH = 3,90 PAGE 133 
FIGURE 8 
C ~ I Y A C H  = 
DATA SET S Y m  CONFItLRAT[@N ESC8lPTICFi BETA 
CB-Gl111 LPl'r !C&9/1119 CIA-441 CWIRlffATlOl. ;  [32/T4/SI .000 [+&3!01 4 0 A f A t ; O r A V A 1 ~ A R E  .am 
t a- I DATA MT AYA ILAELE ,000 
1 bfDX I +- D h l h  W T  A V E . 1 ~ 4 b f  ,030 
c a m 3 1  LPYT 1[388/:1 IS t 1~ -44 :  C W I G ~ A T I D N  02/~4;n .m 
SREF Z90.m 93.FT 
L S F  1m.m imi 
m 3  rm.m Im€S 
? Y q ?  96.- IN. XT 
.QXXI IN. Yf 
Z iCD.MO2 IN. ZT 
SCALE .01u 
.24 .20 .16 12 -08 .04 0 - -04 - .08 
FOREBODY PITC!dfNG MOMENT COEFFICIENT* CLMF 
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF SRB DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG, CHARACT, 
[DIvACh = 3.90 PAGE 135 
D A T A  S E T  
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF SRB DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
CE3YACt-l = 4.60 PAGE 136 
DATA S E T  SYnaOL CONF!WATICN CESCRIPTI[IN BETA 
f 8-83! 1 I Q WVf 1W/1119 [ I A - a q l  CONFITitAiAT10N OZ/T4/S1 .Gal 
[ 318310 1 tr~~T!t8a/IlI3ifA-i41COWIGSATION 02/14/52 ,030 
DATA hQT AVA!LAB,E .a0 
DATA hOT AVAILABLE .a30 
t 34303 I W'Wr lC88/11!9 I 1 A-441 C C W I ~ R A T  ON OZ/T4/S7 .Coil 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 8 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
:GURE 8 EFFECT OF SUB DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT, 
tMACH = 4.60 PAGE 137 
D h T A  SET SYr-Ea:. C W I W A T I  W ESCRIPTILIIIY E T A  
[3 -E1111 q L;PvT 1EW/1119 [!A-441 COFIGWAT!BY M/T4/S1 .Cm 
1 a-8310 1 LPYT !CBa/ll!S C I A - 4 - 5 1  CIYZr'IG&)TION OZ-'T1;/52 .CNI 
DATA hGT A v A I L ~ S L E  .OOD 
DATA h5T AVAILALE .OD0 
1 -03 1 uPYT 1CB8/1!19 [ IA-4<] C~~FIGLRATION E / T 4 / 5 7  .C30 
FSFEREMSE 1fGmTZm 
S F  26W.m 93.FT. 
LREF E  1233.- E.m :4t-fS 
X W  576,ClXE !%. XT 
Y + W  .ED2 !X. YT 
Z M P  4a3.13303 1% ZT 
SALE .OlIX! 
FIGURE 8 EFFECT OF SRB DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
CE3"ACh = 4.60 PAGE 138 
DATA SET S Y m  COWIGURhflON E S C R l P T l ~  BETA 
CU*IGURhTlDN 02/T4/S! .mu 
UPrT IC88/1[19 t IF-441 CONF!ELRhTICN Cl2/f4/S2 .a39 
D A T A  M T  A V A ~ L A B - E  .MD 
.m 
P U T  IC58/I1!9 [!A-443 CONFItUaATlON 02/T4/S7 .OR0 

DATA SET SYrSO- C I W I U ? A T I  W #ESCRIPTlD! BETA REFEREME INQW4Tim 
{ i + d 3 1  , ~ ~ ~ l C ~ / l I l 9 ~ ~ A - 4 4 l C O ~ V l ~ T l ~  . O f 3 S F  2690.a3W 
1 3-8307 I WWT l C E W i l i 9  CIA-441 CDSIGAATIW 02/T2/57 ,Mo LREF NtiES 
W F  I :  ~KKS 
XW 576.0a30 IN. XT 
YW .m I N . Y T  
Z W  4m.m IN. zr 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 9 EFFECT OF ET DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT, 
ihlyACh = !.60 PAGE 141  

3 A T A  SET S Y m  C O h l F l U A T I O N  DESCRlPTlLYl BETA 
[b%3031 G ' * T  1088/1119 tlh-441 C04;FIGSthTIaU O2/T4/57 .[XW3 
f b-I t L W T  1CB8/1119 CIA-44) C O . G I W A T l U h ;  02/T2/S7 .OW3 
=F 2699.- 5G.FT. 
L E F  1 ~ . 3 2 3  1Im-S 
S E F  I=.- 11-5 
W 976.- Ik. XT 
'tw . in. YT 
z w  4m.OD3E1 IN. 2 5  
X A L E  .01M 
D A T A  SET S Y m  C W I Q A A T I W  DESCRlPTlIN BETA 
tEwc.Q31 Q t?r~ 10aa/ii13 [IA---AI COL=IG~JRATIQV a 2 / ~ ~ 3  .m 







DATA SET S Y r B a  C I W l t t q A T I E N  DEStRlPTlm BET.+ HEFEEWE I W W T I m  
(il.8M31 WvT i O B B l l l i 9  [ l ~ - r t l  COS.;FIttS!ATIO;r 0 2 1 1 4 , ~  .OD3 sAEf 2693.13000 SO.FT. 
[a18331 - -3.'r ICBBf1 I12 CIA-441 COk=IGLRA~IDY OZ/T2/S7 .000 LEF 1295.3313 1.-S 
W E F  lrn.IX3J I W  
X m  376.- IN. X i  
Y r = P  .a330 I-. YT 
Zf+2? 400.- IN. ZT 



































FOREBODY PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLMF 
FIGURE 9 EFFECT OF ET DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
C A I V A C m  = 1 .GO PAGE 145 
9 A f A  SET SYI.r23, C W I G S A T l O h :  E S C R I P T I ( P :  E T A  
1 3-ex13 I 11 L+UT 1~88/1113 [ I A-4+l C O \ ~  IGLQATION 021~4157 .m 
[3+207 I - LPgT :C88/; 1 19 t I A-541 CC\r IGWATIDN 02/T2/57 . M O  
F I 
CBI 
F&F-%EKE I r n T I r n  
SRF zE0.m 43.FT. 
LREF 1Z33.33Xl 7 . -  1-5 I.**f 
Xu;lc, 5 6 . m  I E t . X S  
7 W  .CC?Zl :h. Yf 
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ANGLE Of ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
'GURE 9 EFFECT OF ET DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAlJNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT, 
. , v h C n  = 2-00 PAGE 146 
3 * T A  SET S Y P a  C O V  IWRATION aEStf?lPTfCPJ E T A  
t6dW31 9 QbT 1 ~ / 1 1 1 9  [[A-941 COWlG;RATIC%% 02/f4/57 .cQO 
l % m l  L ~ ~ T  lW/! ! lS  [IA-441 ~ C L F f ~ A T ! f h  02/T2/Tt .COO Y T F  2&3il,M3CO SO.FT, LWF !233.33x f L C S  
i 2 E C . m  1 . a S  
X?%7 976.- I td .XT 
T W  .rxm 1s. YT 
2.W +M.#M IN. ZT 
SCALE .O!M 
3 A T k S E T  S Y r 3 X  C ~ I W W I I W E ~ ~ P T I W  BETA EFE- I.%-B?XAf Im 
[!3-@2033 Q 2 b T  iCS3/1119 CIA-c t t l  C O ' G I ~ A T I ~ ~  M/T+/S7 -000 S F  m . I X X n  F - F T -  
f I 1 U-T !CB8/1119 [!A-451 CC\FIGL!~?AT~DN O2/T2 /57  . o m  
;FEF BZF 1-23,- !253,33Q3 1-s . e s  
X ~ W  5'6.- fW.  XT 
I W  .caxl !N. YT 
2 4m.MXD IN. ZT 
SALE .O!m 
-16 -12 -8 -< 0 4 8 12 16 
ANGt,E OF ATTACK. rSLPHAp DEGREES 
FIGURE 9 EFFECT OF i T  DRAG BUILD-UP ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LON5. CHARACT. 
CSIYhCH = 2.CD PAGE 148 


3 A T A  SETSYrBa CC~~FIG!JRAT~ON DEKRIPTII3N ELV-10 ELV-LI ELV-Rf ELV-rn REFEECE IW-TIm 
( p m 3 1  q W Y T  lc88/1115 CIA-4411 CONI6WATIW 02/Tl.&7 .DUO .W .aK1 =.- 9).F1. 
WqT 11?88/1!19 (!A-441 C O ~ I G U ~ A T I O ~ ;  02/Tt/S7 .OW +.OW 4.000 .OC?O LREF 1223.2XX3 1-5 Lqvf :C88/lt19 IlA-441 C O b l h Q A T l E Y  02/Tri/S7 .om 8.00~ 3.~30 .OW BEF I-.- 
L?*T I W / I  119 I ]A-441 mLcIGU?AT1(Jh: Q2/Tf/S7 - 4 . m  0.003 B . m  -4.003 X W  570.- IN. XT 
! P d T  IC881!119 CIA-441 GSrIGLRATION 02/Ti/S7 -B.C30 8.000 B.#3 - 8 .03  Y . W  .- IN. YT 




- 1 i3 - i 2  -8 -4 0 4 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON OEFLECTI~NS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
Eh!YhC- = !.60 PAGE 151 
DATA SET S y W X  C W F I W A T I O N  DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELY-LI ELV-RI ELV-rn REFERE- IFm\TIm 
1 37-3 1 QpVT 1089/1119 [IA-441 C B N F I G ~ J ~ A T I ~ N  Q2/T4/57 
W Y T  IC8811119 [[A-441 C C ~ F ~ G ~ R A ~ I O N  02~~4,- .OOD .m .an .m s%YF 2 G S . m  SO.f=l 
[ -14 I 
. +.ma 4 . m  .m LREf 1233.m 1rOES 
LPYT 1W/1119 f IA-441 tCk=rG;R~fi~'r 02/T4,'= .OED 8.003 8.000 .Im sREF !=.- !N,lfS 
VfayT 1068/1119 [!A-441 CC.\FlB;i?ATIW 02/T$/S7 -4.003 8.QCa 8.000 -t.Gm kWwe 55'6.- IE;. XT 
[ 3.-6315 1 UpVf 1088/1119 ([A-441 CO4;F!&4ATI& 02/T4/57 -8.000 n.QZ0 8.000 -8.020 Y W  .00i10 IN. YT 
Z W  4m.m :N. ZT 
=ALE .01E 
FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
CAlUACd = !.60 PAGE 152 
3+.TA SETSYYaOL C O N F I W A T I W  ESCAIPTIDN ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-RO REFERENCE ISmTfm 
t 3-8303 1 WET im/ 1 1 19 t IA-44 1 COnkff GURATf WI; DZ/Tt/S7 .KtD .[?W .CM3 ,033 S E F  2690.- a.FT. 
Lpvr lC88111t9 CIA-441 CONIGLl2ATlDN OZ/T4/= .OW 4.050 4.m .MX3 L E F  I= .TaO 1-s 
uP#T IC88/11!9 LIA-441 C W l G L R A T I W  OZ/T4/S7 ,030 B . E 3  8.W .OiiO E F  1253.30aj !N&S 
LPwT ICB8/1119 [th-441 CO~FIGL~ATICY C]?/T+/S7 - 4  8 . a ~  e . m  - 4 . m  976.- IN. A T  
6'vT I C a f !  1 IB i!A-441 CDs!G;2ATlD~ 02/T+/$7 - 8 . m  8 . m  0.m -8.000 Y W  ,KC0 I k . Y T  
z w  4m.m !s.zT 
SCALE .D!m 
1-3 1 L!P'*T 1 W / 1 1 1 9  C 16-453 CCNF~ELGATION Cll/T4/S7 ,000 .MM .Dm .aM1 SREF Z9.m 5Q.FT- 
F V T  1(=88/1119 CIA-441 CD\FlljLIRATlaY D2/f4/S7 .OM 4.000 4 . 0 ~ 0  .DX LEF 1m.JXXI 1-5 
-9VT 1CBB/t119 CIA-421 C C ~ F I G ~ R A T I O Y  02/T+/57 . O M  8 . O W  8.WO .m;3 BEF I,?SD.SCM I-S 
[9-@3151 LPYT !#6/! I19 1 lh-441 CClk~IGtRATIGU 0 / T 4 / 5 7  -B.mC 8.000 S.EO - 8 . L S  Y W  .ODCa I N . Y T  
zw 4m.m IN. zr 
SCALE .Ulm 
131F>aC+ = 2.0U PAGE 154 
C W  I G N A T  I ON DESCR I FT I ON ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RU REFEREWE IticWr(AT1m 
Q w r r  1[388/11!9 :IA-441 CO\FIUATION O Z / T ~ / S ~  .GOO .m .OW ,000 SREF 2 ~ w . m  5 0 . ~ ~ .  
tPvT 1088/1119 [ IA-441 CaXF f tL?ET IQV 02 /T4 / !3  ,000 4.000 4 . m  .OW LREF 1lBU.rXX3 IKkES 
tpWT 1[388/!119 IIA-441 CaXF!135?ATIEY CZ/T+/S7 .@DO B.DOD 8.000 .m EF 1m.33~0 I-s 
LPvT I=/!! I2 [LA-441 CCIUCltj?ATlG% DZ/T4/57 - 4 . W  8,OOO 8.000 -4.LTf X W  976.- IN. XT 
UPuT 1C88/t1!9 CIA-4il CO\:IEURATION O2/Ti/S? -8.W0 8.003 8.W?3 -8.m Y f l a   XI IN. YT 
W 4 D C 1 . m  IN. ZT 
FIG 
Cali; 
DATA SET  SYMBOL C-IWRATIDN MSCiZ!PTlE% ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-m 
-16 - i 2  -8 -4 0 4 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA* DEGREES 
FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. 
t 8 1 Y A C d  = 2.00 
CHARACT. 
PAGE 156 
DrTA SET SY- C W I W R h T t W  CESCRlPTION ELV-LO ELV-11 EtV-R I  ELV-FZO REFEREEEE IWCRMTIOr 
[ m O 3  1 q LPVT IUEB/ll I3 I Ih-441 COV\FI@!RATIbN 02/T4/S7 .OD3 ,Oh3 ,039 .iXl SREF -.1100C1 fO.Fz. IbSj:! L P l i  IOE811119 [ [ A - 4 4 )  C O I F ! G M T I O I  C Z / T I / F )  ,UZO 4 . W  4 , M D  .033 LREF 1253.- I>-5 
LakT 1 t 9 [ !A-44 l CO?rrlGLRATIO?i C2/T4/!3 ,0130 B.CO3 B.Cc"3 .D?J B?EF 1243.33C10 Ices 
tEl-83161 *VT lCBBz'I119 t IA-441 C O ~ ~ I B ~ ? A T  1'3% 07/T4/57 -+.OM 8.EiX P.CilD - 4 . W  XVF '  575.- IN. XT 
t3-8315) LPur 1 - f :  ;!9 CIA-441 CC.%-ItLRATl&V D2/Tt/S? -B..MO 8.m eS[M3 -9.m Y W  .IJ300 IN. YT 
- PW 4CO.C#3 iN.  2- 
SCALE .aim 
3 A T A  SET SYP~D- CW ~ G ? A A T I ~  MXAIPTIOY ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R1 ELV-rn REFE&NfE I-mTIm 
(-31 q WkT 113B8/1ti9 CIA-i41 C O ~ l G ' J R h T l O N  02/T+/S7 .I?00 .= .OMJ .COJ S F  Z%.MYXI SO.FT- 
13-83!7 I - 9 W f  1CS6/1I15 I lh-451 CC\KltS?aTIU?4 02fT4&7 .MO 4.ODD 4 . m  .CW L E F  1223.- 1 e z s  
13-a314 I 
,+m:,l 
LP'dT lC86/1119 IA-421  f C W I G ! ! A h T I ~  OZ/T4/S7 .COO 8.000 8.003 . f B Z  3QEF !=.X1X3 I h t k S  
LPTT l C 8 8 / 1 1 1 9  I1A-441  C O \ F l t ! A T I O X  02/T-{/S7 -+.EGO B.IX0 8.023 - 4 . m  X Y W  9 7 S . W  IN. XT C 3 a 1 5  1 LPdT lC88/11 i9 [ 1A-445 CC\F!LRhTION .I2/T+/57 -Q.C?XJ 8.m 0 . m  -8.000 Y W  .CaCl IN. YT 
.?W SCALE 4[X3.01X33 OllM Ik, ZT 
9ATA S E T 5 Y l r i n ~  C C P . ; F I W A T I ~ ~ O E S C R I P T ~ Q V  R V - L O  ELV-L I EL V-RI ELV-m REFEEKE 1 N m A T  ID4 
[B-&X331 q. Lf"tl 1088/1119 [!A-54) CmFIG?RATlON 02/T4157 .m . O M  ,000 .OLM S F  2 6 ~ . ~  5iQ.F'- 
! a n ~ 1 7  I ~r1CB8/1119t~A-S41CO?rFI~RAT!DV 02/T4/57 -000 4.CC3 4 . m  . E D  tAEF 1293.- Ihrss 
t 3-Wli I 
I-161 $ LPwT 1288/11:9 [!A-44) CO?;FfGUQATIOX 1 ? 2 / T 4 / 9  .Om B.CC3 B . m  ,023 W F  129C1-3XI! I W Z S  L P v T I C 8 8 / 1 1 1 5 [ : A - 4 4 1 C O \ F I ~ L R A T f O U  02/T4/57 -4.030 8-m 8.m -4.002 X W  976.- I N . X T  
13-83151 LPdT IC88/1119 CIA-441 Cl;.VfL%4TIm 02/T4/S7 -B.mD 8 . m  8 . m  -8.000 1.- . m a  IN. Y? 
Z J ~ ?  4m.m IN. ZT 
SALE -0103 
D A T A  SET S ' t m  C M F l G W A T l O N  E Y Q I P T I m  ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-R I ELV-RO REF EREhCE I E;FDE.'AT I L)Y 
~E-Ka31 a G'VT lOBB/1119 [!A-443 C C W I G W A T I M S  O2/T4/57 . N O  .WO .in0 -000 S F  Em.0an SO-FT- 
18-8317 I wvr 1~8~/1119 l~-r+1 C ~ ~ I G ~ A T ~ ~ ? N  O Z / T ~ / ~  .OCO 4 . m  4.m .000 LFEF 1293.3XU I-S 
LP'wT IC#/11!5 [ ]A -$41  COhrlGURATIOY 0 2 / T 4 / 9  .OM 8.000 8.m .DDO E F  1293.- 1-s 
Ih83161 L ~ ~ ~ ! C B 8 / 1 1 f 5 ' 1 A - 4 4 ) C O k ~ l ~ ~ A T I ~ V  02/T4/ '3 -4.CCO 8.m B.IYX] - 4 . m  X W  5 7 6 . m  I h l - X T  
'*a'i1 f+@3151 L ~ ~ T I ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ [ I * - ~ + ] C ~ \ F I Q Y R * T I ~  fJ2/7+/= - 8 . m  0 . m  0.m -B.m Y W  .ma IN. TT 
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, AI-PHA. DEGriEES 
FIGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVQN DEFLECTIONS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
[ L l I v A C m  = 2.8G PAGE 160 
OAT A E T  SY- CUV I W A f  ION \rSCSCRTIIN EtV-LO ELV-i i  ELY-RJ ELV-RO REFERENCE INmfIlPr 
13-81331 j3, ~ P ~ T  lc~a/1119 t t ~ - . 1 4 1  COVIG,~ATIMU ourlds;r  .W ,DM .DX .OW YrEF 2690.- SQ.FT- 
t -17 1 !W/! 119 !A-441 fC+IGLF!ATIBY 0 2 / T 4 # 5 7  .m 4.W 4 . C 3  iffF 1m.m IX%s 
!*B314 1 h3tT 1C88/lt 19 [!A-441 COSsFII3J!AT!Ct C2/T4/57 ,OXS 8.CEl B.CIXI . E D  1290.- 1CrfS 
[ 3-8316 1 LP;y 1888f1115 (IA-++I CCm+-Cr'rGeB4T:CV C?/T+/!57 -4.CtJ3 8.m0 8.003 - 4 . a  W.iP 516.CTTx3 !ha XT [Sc8315f FIWT IC881I119 f 1 ~ - 4 4 l  C I S F I E J R A T ~ ~  OZ/f4sS7 -F3.@00 B.OCD  COO -R.mLI Y K P  ern IN. Yf 
ZP* 4w.ap IN' ZT 
SCALE . O I S  
-16 -12 -8 -4  0 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACKS ALPHA, DEGREES 
GURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVBN DEFLECTIONS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG, CHARACT. 
1;tthEm = 2.86 PAGE 161 
-16 -:2 -8 -4 3 4 8 ! 2 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
FiGURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIENS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
C 3 I v P C -  = 2.8s PAGE 162 
f SY1*BCL CW=I[iLIRATICLV EXRIPTIL4V ELV-LO EtY-Ll ELV-RI ELV-m WmKE IWmT1m 
P Y T  IC.B/1119 IlA-441 C W l Q , 9 A T I O h (  02/T4/57 .M30 . .MO .CM3 SREF ~.~ g*!=T. 
i $ WrT 1888//1119 IIA-141 CChF!L?hTION 02/T4/S7 .MM 4.m 4 .  .En iEf :290.m I e s  LP*' 1m/1119 [ I A - + Q I  CWlG- i )AT!Ot  OZ/Ti/S7 .Om 8.MO 8.OCO .a30 W S  I=.= I e s  t D ~ T 1 C 8 8 / 1 1 1 5 [ I A - i i l m - I & F t A T I a  OZ/T4/57 - 4 . W  B.COO 8.000 -4.m X S P  9 5 . m  I N . x T  1 L7bT 1CB8/f119 CIA-4.13 COGIEL12~T10N OZ/T4/S7 -8.OCO 8.m B.EQ - B . m  WEP .uXX3 IN. YT 
Z W  4 w . m  IN. ZT 
%ALE .OlW 
- ! 6  - 12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
GURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVBN DEFLECTlONS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
Y A C ~  = 3.30 PAGE 163 
DATA SET SY- a*U' I f3JRATIW D E Y R l P T I W  ELV-LO ELV-11 ELV-RI ELV-RO FEFaFh.rE I m 4 T I m  
(9-+3331 n WWT 1088/11t9 [iA-+41 ~ONCIW?ATION 02/T4/57 .MO .OW .RW .aXr SREF 265n.aXX3 SO.l=T- 
i a a 1 7  I wwr I C ~ ~ / ! I I Q  I I A - ~ ~ I  C O ~ F I W ~ A T I ~  o / T + / s ~  .mu 4.003 4.003 .m LEF 1290.33~0 ~~=rfs 
[ 9-8311 1 LPYT lC88/1f19 CIA-44) C W J G $ R A T J W  02/T+/S7 .COO 8.m 0.m .m BREf 1293.- z-5 
[ 34316 1 WUT 1088/1119 [lh-441 COkFltLIRATIOX D13/T9/57 -4.000 B.m0 8 . D  - 4 . W  X W  976.- IN. xT 
[ =:5 1 tdVT 1Crn/1119 [IA-441 CGhFIGLlRATION D2/T+/S7 -B.t#?O 8.m 8.m -8.m Y W  .MXa IN. Y '  
zw 4m.0r~3 :N. ZT 
SCALE .31I35 
D4TA SET S u m  CO\iF;fWAfIN E S C R I P T I N  ELV-La ELV-LI EtV-RI ELV-FiO REFEREKE lNI3WhTf@4 
t-31 a UPVT 1088/1119 CIA-441 COWIW~T 103 OZ/T4 /9  .om .OLIC] .W .a SREF =.- SO.FT. 
CPv? !C88/I119 [ [ A - 4 4 1  tN-:tLeATIOY 02/Trt/S7 .KID 4 . ~ 9 2  4 . ~ 3 0  a39 L R E ~  1290-3m3 
LW, lC88/1119[fA-4SIC~G~G~RATIO% OZ/T+/S7 8.OEO B.DW .OM R F  1m.m 1-5 
i S-E!61 b ~ . ' T 1 ~ / l l f 5 1 ~ A - t 4 1 L ~ _ I & R A T i W  O2/T+,'S7 -4.OE0 8.mD 8.m - 4 . W  XY* 975.- l N - X T  (3-83151 UPYT 1=/1119 CIA-441 CEWIELRATII~V Q2/T4/- -8.CCO 8,000 9 . m  -8.- YYLW .- i N . T r  
MP S C k E  iLX3.m ,0153 I N . Z T  
F I  
C E I  
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
GURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVBN DEFLECTIONS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG. CHARACT. 
VACH = 3.90 PAGE 165 
DATA SET Srr!m COhFIE2RATITPJ DESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-Li ELV-RI ELV-RO REFEREM: IW-TlOv 
+W03 I Wwf 1088/1f!9 (lh-441 ~ E M ~ G L J R A T I C &  02/T4/57 .003 .GOO .OCK) .I#IO S F  2 6 9 . m  S - F T -  
C & W ~  I UPWT 1088/1119 ([A-441 COWIQt'RATION D2/T4/57 .003 6.000 4.OW .axJ LREF 1733.3300 1.- 
C3-83141 L W T  1080/1119 tlh-44) CEWlEd2ATION 02/T4/S7 .COO 8.000 8.000 .m 8 E F  lhf-S 
[ 3-&316 1 'JmT 119 [ lA-441 tOSlGUf?ATIOW CI21T+/S7 -.(.Ow 8.- 8.m -4.MO X P W  5 7 6 - r n  1%. xT 
1583151 UPdT 1CB8/11!9 tlA-441 C O S I G ~ J ~ A T I M  I 3 2 f T 4 m  -8.1430 8.m 8.000 -8.030 Y m  .am :N. YT 2m 4m.m IN* Zf 
SCALE .0lm 
DATA SET SY- C W I G u R A T I O N  OESCRIPTIDN ELY-LO R V - L I  ELV-RI ELV-EO EFEEKE I S ~ T I ~  
UPvT IOBB/1119 [ I A - 4 4 1  COWIGL~?ATION 02/Td/S7 ,004 ,m ,000 S F  ZG90.m SO.FT. 
t 58317 1 uai.3u~ 1~88f1119 f1~-44) C O ~ ~ I G ~ ~ A ~ I O N  02/T4/57 .OW 4.000 4.000 .MY3 L E F  1=.33#] IX*s 
WVT 1Cm/1119 [ [A-441  COVIG&ATION 02/T4/S7 
! 5-16 I ,003 8.000 8 ,  .mC BAEF 1290.30CO 1-5 L?WT 1-11 1 [ 9  11.4-441 CD\FrGMATION D Z / T 4 / 5 7  - 4 . m  B.003 8.m -4.OCtg XMW 5 7 6 . m  IN. XT 
IB-80151 % WW' 1C88/I 119 [ I A - ~ ~ J  CD~.F~ I&Q~TIW 0 2 / ~ 3 / 5 7  -8.000 0 . m  e . ~  y , ~  .0003 IN. YT 
















- I 6  - i 2 -8 -4 4 8 1'2 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA, DEGREES 
GURE 10 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON LAUNCH VEHICLE LONG, CHARACT. 
C = 4.60 PAGE 168 
D A T A  S E T  
I RnBq03 I 
I RrlBYi7 I 
t 2*14 1 
[ Rn8U!6 1 
1 R m 1 5  1 
-12 -8 -4  0 4 8 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
FIGURE 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON ORBITER WING LOADS 
I A I w A C w  = 1.60 PAGE 169 

3 A T A  SET S Y m  COhFIGLlRATiON OESCRfPTfClV ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFEREKE IW1JnurTlW 
1RnBUC3 I 0 P I T  IC86/1119 [ !A-411 C W I @ J A A T I O N  02 / l f iS7  .WD .cM .1?00 .COO SREF 2590.arxl 9.F7. 
~ v T  IC88f1119 IIA-441 CWFIGG?AT!W OZ/T+/!3  -030 4.030 +.OM; .m LREF 12!?0.33CX] IKrEs 
P U T  1C8B/1119 IIA-ii1 CaVlGu;ZAT!OV 02/T</!i7 . M O  8.000 8.DCO .ED2 &F7EF 1-S 
b p s T  11388/1135 [ ] A - 4 4 1  CC~;E~GL~RAT!ON 0 2 / T 4 / 9  -+.mu 8.m B . W  -4.000 WWP 970.00;X3 !N- XT 
L P ~ T  1#8/1119 f I A - 4 4 1  Ca\-{EtRATICPi OZ/T4/57 -8.C30 8.020 B.MO -8.W 
Y W  ZPSP 4 ~ 0 . m  .a33 IN, . YT Z
S t U E  -31 M 
F I 
Ch! 
ANGLE OF ATTACK* ALPHA. DEGREES 
GURE 1 1 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECT IONS ON BRBI TER WING LOADS 
-ACr r  = 1 -60 PAGE 171 
DATA Y T  SYP- C O k f l U A T I O N  Q E X R I P T I m  ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFEREXE ISmATIm 
[ RnS"03 1 a UPVT 10BB/f 113 I I A - 4 I  I C O S  I ~ ~ J R A T I C ~ Y  D2/T4/57 .wM .Om .OD2 .ooO X F  2633.OOClO SCI-FI. 
riPUf 10BB/l119 CIA-44.1 CO~FIGLRATION 02/T4/!%7 .030 4 . W  4 . W  .GOO LREF I = - m  I T S  
LpvT 1[388/1119 CIA-141  CO?F;FrGG?ATiOlu D2/T4/57 ,005 0.0W B.OrM -030 =F 1m.m 1-5 
L P W T I t 8 8 / i : t 3 [ I A - 3 4 1 C C ~ F I G S A T I C Y  O?/T+/S;I -+.CC!O 8.m0 0.W - 4 . W  X W  576.033 1N.XT I ;hgl :S I LPUr ICBBtIlIS [ !A-441 CGVIGL?ATIGN O?/T1;/57 -8.D00 8.0m B . O M  -8.W Y m  .- IN. YT 
z m  4m.m IN. ZT 
SCALE .O!IX] 
FIGURE 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON ORBITER WING LOADS 
PAGE 172 
D A T A  SET S Y m -  ELV-LO 
.ma 
.OD3 









ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA* DEGREES 
IGURE 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON OR8ITER WING LOADS 
l h r A C H  = 2.CC PAGE 173 
DATA S E T S Y W -  C ( P Y F ~ & R A T ~ C N C J E ! X R I P T I ~  ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RL3 REFEE= !Er 'WATIW 
[ hR'l.103 1 q LPVT 1088/1119 [ lh-44 1 CQSIGrSATION DZ/Tt/S7 .CW .000 .OX .M30 SREF iEU.MX13 SO.FT. 
upbr im/ i119  CIA-441 C~*IWATIOV 0 2 / T 4 / 9  . ~ 3 3  4.000 4 . m  LRF 1290.- I-S 
@WT !CB8/!!!9 [!A-441 Co"rF[G2RhT1[Y.r O2/T4/S7 .OD0 8.wO 0.m .m E F  1293.- 1-s 
L a T  1=88/11:9 CIA-411 COXFIGURAT~SN 007/T+/S7 -4.OEo 0.m 8.m - 4 . m  X W  976.- IN. XT 
W V T  IC88/1119 (Ih-441 CO\FIGG?ATION 02/T4/9 -@.Om @.OLIO B.OOO -8.003 YP5F' .m Ih', YT 
z m  4m.m 1 N . n  
SCALE .O:m 
-16 -12 -8 - 4  0 4 8 ! 2 16 
AYGLE OF ATTACK, AI-PHA* QEGREES 
GURE 11 EFFECT OF ELEVON DEFLECTIONS ON ORBITER WING LBAOS 
4 = 2.C5 
'A K T  SYMXL COtG~EbRATlhV O E S C R I P T I ~  ELV-LO ELY-LI ELV-RI ELV-RD REFEREME I W m T l m  
*B"D41 0 LpvT 1@B/1119 [IA-441 CWlGWATIm D2/I+r- .CQO .(XM .an .DM SREF 2690.0300 50.FT. 
LREF 1293.3300 I%*S 
EF 1m.m I ~ S  
X 5'6,[Xm IN, XT 
Y?dp . IN. *T 
Z W  4a3.COOJ IN. ZT 
SCALE . O i a 3  
-16 -1 2 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
S IDESL I P ANGLE r BET44 r DEGREES 
FIGURE 12 EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ANGLE ON ORNITER WING LOADS 
r + . p ; \ c ~  = : .go PAGE 175 
13hTA SET S*EO- CCNFIWRATIBN OEYlRlPTION ELV-lO ELV-LI ELV-Rl ELV-RO R!EFBXhE 1GmTIm 
C-041 0 LPVT 1088/1114 tIA-441 CWIWRhTIW OZ/T4/57 -000 .ax3 .MM .c03 SREF --ax33 9.fl 
LREF B !is.= 1m.55n iht+ I c e  
XWFF Y E W  Tn.IX130 IN. X T  
.om It4. YT 
z 4 0 0 . m  1N.ZT 









































SIDESLIP ANGLE, BETA* DEGREES 
FIGURE I2  EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ANGLE ON ORBITER WING LOADS 
I A I"ACH - i .60 PAGE 176 
3hTA s E T  ST%L l33FlJ33?ATIO*.1 MSCRIPTI W EtV-LO Ei.br-L1 EtV-A ELV-RO REFERECE IG0RnATIO.( 
[Fh-f3"'4 1 0 Lp*T lDiXIfl119 l !A-441 COhFILQhilW M/T4 /S7  .MEI .00@ ,OCO S F  LRE  F9.m .ZSC,KXXI SO.Ff- 1-s 
F 1~.P00 1- 
x q ?  5 7 G . W  IN. XT 
Y W  .rXla3 IN. YT 













































-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 :6 
SIDESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
FIGURE 12 EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ANGLE ON ORBITER YING LOADS 
C A I ? ' A C H  = 1.6~ PAGE 177 
., 
W T A  SET S Y W -  CCp:FlWRaTI W E Y I R I P T I W  ELV-LO Rv-LI ELV-RI ELV-RD EFEREt.fE I S - A T K W  
[2-41 0 ' A T  laB8/1115 CIA-441 t O h - f W A T I 6 -  O 2 / T 4 / S 7  .#B .M30 ,CI?O .OX! S E F  2653.m S - F T -  
F 12'9,- 1-5 
F t Z 9 * 3 1 1 3  I N W S  
XY+P 5'6,CSf3 IN. Xf 
Y 3VRP ,13003 IN. YT 








































SIDESLIP ANGLE* 3ETAp DEGREES 
FIGURE 12 EFFECT OF SIDESLlP ANGLE QN ORBITER WI\;G LOADS 
CB3"ACd = 2.00 PAGE 178 

T SYHaa CONFIGWATIa*I OESCRIPTION ELV-LO ELV-LI ELV-RI ELV-RO REFEREKE !*~4n~Tlm 
1 0 P U T  113 [!A-441 C l ? a V I M A T I O r J  m/T4/S7 . O M  ,003 -000 L E F  S  2643.mW I=.- .  9 - F T -  IeMS 
W F  1293.30IX] ihtt+S 
XMP S7fi.m Ih. XT 
W W  .- IN. YT 
4 w . m  IN. ZT &YE .01u 
-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 1 2 16 
S IOESLIP ANGLE* BETA* DEGREES 
GURE 12 EFFECT OF SIDESLIP ANGLE ON ORBITER WING LOADS 
C ~ I Y A C H  = 2.00 PAGE 180 
FIGURE 13 ORBITER WING LOADINGS AS A FUNCTION OF OUTBOARD ELEVBN 3EFLECTION 
PAGE 182 

FIGURE 13 ORBITER WING LOAD JNGS A$ A FUNCTIf lN OF OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION 
PAGE 183 

ALPnA PARAHETRI C \'ALOES DATA W X E  EFEREKE I N m A T I [ ) Y  
-B.DM3 MACH 2.W BZTA .W MTASET ELV-LD DATAET ELV-LO SREF -.= SO.FT. 
-4.000 ELV-t l 8.030 ELV-R! B,Dm hWlS - B , W  - l z o . x @ ' x  1x5s  
M Y ! +  5, M?3 1m =x' l K k S  
.000 R S R  .ISSO SWFtfi Xw;Xr 576.13233 IN. XT 
+.COO BSFLAP . E D  Y H  -a IN. YT 
8.OCC Z W  400*0[3M IN. i!T 
'SCALE .01m 
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 - 1 C 
LEFT BUT80ARD ELEVBN PANEL DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELV-LO* DEG 
IGURE 13 ORBITER WING LOADINGS AS h FUNCTION OF OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION 
PAGE 185 
DATA S O R E  
ELV-LO DhTASEr ELV-LO SREF 2633.03X m.FT. 
-4 ,om 1240.- IMxS 
1230..35a3 IT-s 
xMP 976.0330 IN. X T  
r%P .m !h. YT 
Z 4 m . m  IN. ZT 
LEFT OUTBOARD ELEVON PANEL QEFLECTICN ANGLE* ELV-LO* DEG 
JRE 13 BRBITEA WING LObn?NGS AS A FUNCTION OF OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION 
PAGE 186 
DATA SU-E 




ELV-LI S F  X % . m  SD.fl. 
*,, 12; iz0.330 3293 - !m+ES 
IrC&S 
x U 7 P  376.EW IN. XT 
Y E W  .EQ3 IN. Y T  
~YS?? 4@O.D333 IN. ZT 
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
LEFT INBOARD ELEVBN PANEL DEFLECTION ANGLE, ELV-LI, OEG 
GURE 14 ORBITER WING LOADINGS AS A FUNCTECN OF INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION 
PAGE 187 
s y r g l ,  ALWA PARANTRIC VALUES DATA ' S L K E  REFEEKE  TI\^ 
0 -8.m MACH 1.6W E T A  ,033 D A T h Y T  ELV-tl OATASET ELV-LI SREF 269l.MXX3 +Z23.Fr. 
- 4 . m  ELV-LO ,000 EtV-RO ,000 M 0 3  ,000 -17 ,*, LZ; 1251.- lrJaES 2 
,m h-I4 8.m I=-- 1-5 0 .000 m E R  .O[Y) SW3M xw 576,OOm it$. XT 
2 4 . m  =LAP .Oc0 Y W  .fDm IN. Yf 
5, 8.000 SCALE NW 4(M.CGx ,01M IN, ZT 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
LEFT INBOARO ELEVON PANEL DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELV-LIP DEG 
FIGURE 14 ORBITER V I N G  LOADINGS AS A FUNCTION OF INBOARD ELEVCN DEFLECTION 
188 
SYMP3 i  PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA R E F E ~  IWWTIDN 
0 -8.OM MACH 1.600 E T A  .COO DATASET ELV-LI DATASET ELV-LI S F  2Fi .CCbO Y3.f 1 
P 
L_. -4 .ODD ELV-LO .om €1-v-RO .m h-03 .m -17 4 . m  i g ; s  I-i 
0 .OM R-R .Dm 595% *m hh&r!Q 0 . W  Im-c=S X r u P  376.IXXf3 IN. XT 
A 4 . m  0-LAP .COO Y W  .ITXH3 IN. IT 
h 0 .C(?13 Z W  400.0330 IN. Z T  93 LE .DIG3 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
LEFT INBOARD ELEVON PANEL DEFLECTION ANGLE* ELV-LI. DEG 
FIGURE 14 ORBITER WING LOADINGS AS Ir FUNCTIBN OF INBOARD ELEVON DEFLECTION 
PrGE 189 
PAGE 190 
S Y M B 3 ,  ALPi-Ih PARAETRIC V A L E S  DATA U7X.E REFEREKE I N r n T l r n  
0 -8.030 MACH 2 . W  E T A  .W UhTASZT ELV-LI DATASET E~v-tf S F  2633.m g?.fT. 
- 
 -4.m EL'J-LO .cu ELY-RO .m me-333 .m L*'! 17 4.m gg 1290.3330 I-s 8.m 12z3.3130 IhOrS 0 .Om ; M T R  ,033 !P5SM .Oca MIG 976.030(3 IN. XT 
A 4 .OW =-LAP .O(M YERP ,QZB IN, YT 
0 a.cw ixW 403 ,DTa  IN. ZT %ALE -0100 

LPN? !088/11!9 CIA-441 CQkcIG~RA'!ON 02/T4/S7 CDH8015; 
 ALP^ PARAPET RI c VALLES DATA S@~%E REFERE~CE I W ~ A T  r 1 9 ~  
-%.GO0 MACm 1.600 8STA D A T A S T  I lE-LO DATASET DLE-LO S F  - m . c a  S . F f .  
- 4 . m  =3EFZ .OOD .KIO -15 -B.t?CO -16 - 4  '23a*Sm Iy3fs 1 i s . m  : x e s  
.M13  LAP .CDJ E - ! i  X I z P  376.11X?O IN. XT .COD 
4 .CW YPRP .m IN. YT 
Z Y h F  4 C O . E ~  IN. 27 0 .OOO SCALE .O:CD 
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 - 1  0 
INCREYENTAL ELEVOh DEFLECTION ANGLEVLEFT OUTBOARD* OLE-LOP OEG 
GURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREPENThL LONG. CMARhCT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON OEFL. 
PAGE I93 
MACH 
W D X R  
-LAP 
PARAPETRIC VALUES 













-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 
INCREHENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLEWLEFT OUTBOARD* DLE-LOW DEG 
FIGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENThL LONG. CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 194 
UPwT 1@88/1119 CIA-443 CONFIGURATION 02/T4/S7 IDH8015I 
S Y M B ~ L  AL%A P+.RAMETRl C VALUES DATA SMlRCE R E F E R E G  I W m T l m  
0 -8.0C0 WACH 1.6M E T A  .EM DATASET DLE-LO OATASET DLE-LO SEF X9.m 9 - F f .  
- 7 
-4.WO iEA1ER .ma 5- .m IY93f5 -8.aXl pim16 -4.000 L E r  1 ~ ~ - ~  IKrfS c-. 
0 .m =LAP € h a 1 4  .m W E F  l m . ~  
I-s 
.om ?S  976.an30 IN. XT 
A 4 .CEO YPRP .m IN. YT 
h 8 .OCO Z Y S  +W.(XYX? IN. ZT TALE .01CO 
FIGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL L O N G ,  CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL, 
PAGE I95 

S Y ~ E ~ L  AL&A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA S O i i E  KFERENCE 1 WWAT I IF4 
0 -8.DOO MACn 
'1 
2.OEl BETA .000 OhThSET OLE-LO DATASET DLE-LCI SREF 2690.- SD.F1. 
-0.~3M1 Rz32ER .COO WXRr( .DODWRl15 -0.M30 mlG LREF 1240.- I W S  - 
E m ! +  .OD0 BKF 1293.3EO I a:rf5 0 .,@SO D L A P  .OD0 KFHP 976.- IN.  XT 
A 4 s~O[?O Y I V  .COD0 !N, YT 
L B .ODEI z 4u.Gum IN* ZT SCALE .0100 
.O4OL-------------------- 
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 - -  1 0 
INCREMENTAL ELEVEN DEFLECTION ANGLEmLEFT OUTBOARD* OLE-LO, DEG 
IGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENThL LONG. CHARACT QUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 197 
PARAEETRIC VALUES 




[XE-LO SREF 2ti43.0a30 SO .FT . 
- 4  129J.3PO IKrES 
1m.3?m I KhES 
x w  97s.mJG IN. XT 
Y W  *om IN, Y T  
2.v- 4w.cm IN. ZT 
%ALE .01M 
----------IL-- 
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLEPLEFT OUTBOARD* OLE-LOP OEG 
FlGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENThL LONG. CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON OWL, 
PAGE 190 
GURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG. CHARACT OUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 199 
FIGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG. CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 200 
SY- AL&A PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA !33%E REFEREKE I W m T I m  
0 -B.CW MACH 2.500 BETA .OM DATASET E?-E-LO DATASET I2-E-LO SRSF 2590.- 50.FT. 
m 
-4 .DO0 &T!ER .DCO Emm .CW M 1 5  -8.W DW216 -4.OCM L$F 1z3u*3xo 1-S - E m 1 4  .EGG m.3Wi3 !4rstS 6 .DP3 W L A P  .OW X* 576.030 Ih'. XT 
A 4 .(?a3 YE?? .00IX3 IN. Yf 
2h 0 .a 2- 4a3.DCM IN. ZT SCALE .01C.O 
FIGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL 10NG. CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVCN DEFL. 
PAGE 20!  
FIGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE IKCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TC CUTBOARD ELEVBY DGL. 
PAGE 202 
F IGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TO OUT BOARD ELEVON DEFI , 
PAGE 2C3 
S * p a  A L P k A  PARAHETRiC VALUES DATA 93LIRCE REFERFCE 1 ? S W A T  IOr  
0 -8.000 ~ A C A  2.8a  BETA .MX3 D A T A E T  DLE-LO DATASET RE-LD WEF i69.m S1J.Ff. 
-7 
- - i .MO RXDER .000 S p J W  .030 0&315 -8.000 08016 - 4 . 0 0 0  hzF '=.- IW&S + 
E d 3 1 4  ern 5233.3zm 1 hCsS 0 .ow =-LAP .Em %lap 976.- IN. XT 
A 4 .Om YU;P .Om IN. YT 
h 8.0CO zw 4433.~;1 IN. ZT SCALE -0: IX3 
FIGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG. CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL, 
PAGE 204 
~ v 3 3 -  A L ~ A  PARAPLTR!C V A L E S  DATA S E  REFEREME I N m T  Im 
0 - B . W  MACH 3 . W  BETA ,000 LATASET OLE-LO DATASET CLE-LO sf X W . ~  SQ,FT. 
R 
L -4.N?o P S E R  ,000 S X m K  .[X?3 -15 -8.000 D 8 3 1 S  - 4 . m  g 1.m5s 
E m 1 4  .mD :233.= :'Cm=s 0 ,003 =LAP .MM x m  Z?S.m23 IN. XT 
n t -030 Y,W .m IN. YT 












































-8 -7 -6 -5 -4  -3 -2 - 1  C 
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLEWLEFT OUTBOARD, 0L.E-LO, DEG 
FIGURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TO OGiBOhRD ELEVON DEFL, 
PASE 2C5 

SYFWL ALPriA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SClLiRtE REFEREWE IW;FL3iMATIW 
G -B.Cm .WCI-I 3.330 =TA .m DATAST DLE-LO DATAKT OLE-LO SREF 2 " o W . m  sQ.Fl . 
t? -3.000 R J E P  .OW 5iFum-i .CDT) -15 - 0 . a  -16 - 4 . m  LsF 1290 fm-3M33 .T3iK3 :,fS IKdS 
.3DO 0 .mD =-LAP .L3SO E m !  4 XW 576.- IN. XT 
A 4 . W  Y W  .CJXX3 IN. IT 
0.W Z~FP ~ C ~ . C W O  IN, ZT scr- E .otm 
FIGURE i5 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL l r3f;iG. CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 207 
UPWT 1088/1119 [ !A-443 C[7x1FIGURATIC?: 8 2 / T 4 / S 7  EDH8L315I 
 ALP^ PARhPETRIC VALES DATA ~C~LRCE SFEREME 1 N z m T I m  
-b.000 MACH 4 .600  E T A  . O N  DATASET DLE-LO DATASET B E - L C  S F  2~50.- 5Q.F- i .  
- 4 . m  t E F  I,N3+5 
-4.OCD W m E R  .a30 Si'23W .M10 -15 -8.000 B i E F  :E3.3WkS 1CHES 
.COO -LAP .OW3 E-31 t ,000 w S P  376.s IN. XT 
4 .om VY* Ihi. YT ZYFP 4 0 3 : ~ .  iq. zr B. COU SCALE .ClIM 
-8 -7 -6 -5 -4  -3 -2 -1 0 
INCREMENTAL ELEVON CIEFLECTIQN AhIGLEwLEFT OUTBOARD* OLE-LO. DEG 
%RE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
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A t R - r A  PARAKETRIC VALES DArA %W?CE REFERENCE INmTIm 
- a m 0  HACH 4.600 BETA ,533 DATASET OLE-LO DATAST OLE-LO $REF ' l6SO.m 50.FT. 
- 4 . 0  R ! E E R  .Ox SPGBW .OD0 0-15 -8.000 -16 - ? . L 3 C O ~ ~ ~  '=-- I \c*s 1w.m IK&S 
.Dm -LAP . E D  E m ! <  .OO!Y X W  576.[;[?143 IN. XT 
4.030 U , W  +cam IN. Yf 
8.ODC 2- 4m.mm IN. Zf $cir;E .arm 
-8 -7 * -S -5 -4  -3 -2 -1 0 
INCREMENTAL ELEVON OEFLECTIdN ANGLEmLEFT OUTBOARD. OLE-LO* LIE6 
GURE 15 LAUNCH VEHICLE JNCREMENTIL LOKG. CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 209 
A ~ b h  PARAMETRIC VALUES OATA SrXKE REFEREhCE I NFCrrrhT! h' 
-8.GlO MACH 4 . a  BETA .M30 DATASET OLE-LC) DATASET OLE-LQ SsEF 2690.0000 SD.FJ . 
- 4  .OCO RL-~DER -030 =I5 -8.000 IKHES .030 SWWd 0-16 -4.000 gF !zE0*3000 ;-,-,KS 
Ern14 .OD0 1193.XX10 
.OD[I 93F~Ap .WO xY.? 316.- IN. X T  
4 .OED ~ r i ~  .moo IN. r T  
znw 4m.UilZJ IN. ZT 8.EOD SCALE .DIM3 
-8 -7 -G -5 -4  -3 -2 - 1 0 
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLEVLEFT OUTBOARDv OLE-LO, DEG 
IGURE I5 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TO OUTBOARD ELEVON DEFL , 
PAGE 2 ! 0  
 ALP^ FARAnETRfC VALUES DATA Y J ! E  REFEREME IMMATlm 
-8.000 MACH 1.6CO BETA O A T A Y T  RE-L I  SREF 2690.- ,m0 DATAKT DL£-L I. SO.FT. 
-4 .OOD R L l E R  .Em WXX .WO 1 ~ 3 a 1 3  .OD0 O M 1 7  4 . m  IPd.XrU ImgS 
ah8314 0.000 1790.X100 I*S 
. O M  -LAP . DO0 xw,P 576.IXX30 IN. XT 
4 .ROO YCL* .wm IN. Yf 
0 . m  SCALE Z 4m.wOO .0100 IN. ZP 
FIGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG. CHARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL, 
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9?WT !088/1119 CIA-443 COKFIGURhTION 82/T4/57 CDM30033 
.. A F P ~ A  PhRAnETRlC VALUES DATA .SULK€ KFEREKE I ~ ~ A f  Im 
-B.OOD MAW 1.600 E T A  .mD DATAYT OLE-LI DATASET DLE-LI S E F  =.om 971-FT, 
-1 .om RIBER .ooo sp3m .WO 0na303 .WD ~ ~ 1 7  r .an &?: ~ ~ ~ . a a ,  iK<S 
O m 1 4  8.000 1 q . 3 ~ ~ ~  1 M:*S 
-LAP .a00 .W* gltr.m !N.  Xf 
4 . O M  U W  .C2CO Ik. YT 
ZW? 4130.0300 IN. 27 B.OCO SCKE .OIOD 
C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
INCREME~TAL ELEVBN DEFLECT ION ANGLE, LEFT :NBOARD. DLE-L I .  DEG 
IGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 212 
FIGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 213 
P W - r  >D88/!1;9 [ : A - 4 4 )  C C l h F Z G U R A T I O N  02/T4/S7 CDH80033 
ALPHA PARAMETRIC vALSS DATA S O m E  REFERECE I I W W A T  IDU 
-8.DM MACm 2 . m  ETA -000 D A T A S T  LE-L! DATASET k E - L I  S F  2633.- S9.FT. 
-4.000 W X R  .W 5- .W Oi-8003 . OD0 I218517 4 1 2 3 3 . ~  1 *K+s 
M I 4  B . W  1233.m ImtS *IT30 =LAP .coo X w  976.D920 IN. XT 
4 .CCO YHP .MXiS IN. *T 
0 *Om SALE 4W.03ii3 - 1M 1%.  ZT 
S 7 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 
INCREHE~TAL ELEVON DEFLECT IBN ANGLE, LEFT INBQAR3. OLE-LI. OEG 
;URE 16 LALINCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACS DUE TO INB3hRD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 2:4 
Su'-'W- AL*A PARAPETRIC VALNS DATA REFEREKE I K F W A T  I [ N  
0 '-3.m MACH 2.000 BETA D A T A S T  &E-Ll X F  2690.00a3 %Is1 .000 DATASET DLE-LI 
,--, 
- - 4 . m U  RLmER .OW SWEm .oCa M 0 3  .am WWY7 3.000 LREF I-.= 
I h~rt-4 
~.83: 5 a .ma BXF 1m.3300 
1 KrEs 
0 . D M  --LAP .GOO X V W  976.CW 1%. XT 
a 4 .m YMP .m 1%.  YT 
1 8.000 Z W  4M.CCW IN. ZT SCALE .01m 
F I SURE 16 L,AtlNCH VEh ICLE INCREMEKTAL LONG. C:HARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL . 
PAGE 215 
U?dT !088/!1!9 CIA-421 COhF!G3?ATIOh 02/T4/S7 10~80033 
- A L R , A  PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA 5 5 G C E  REFEiiEhtE J s ~ T I m  
-B.[YK~ VATH 2 . ~ 0  .= O A T A Y T  U-E-L! DATASET L E - t l  SREF =.= SO.FT-  
-3.cm W J E A  .030 YSm . O M  -03 .OW -17 I Z 9 5 . m  1m-ES 
-14 B.Cm 12?3.3JX3 I w2-= 
.mO =LAP .Em xwSP Si5.00Q  i t d .  XT 
4 .m Y M  .m Ih. YT 
Z W  iO5 .m 1%. ZT 8 .ma 5x4-E .01  
0 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 
INCREMEqTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE,LEFT IEiBBAPQI DLE-LI, OEG 
I G U R E  !6 LAUNCH VEHICLE IKREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DEE TO ZNBDARD ELEVfjN DEFL. 
DhGE 2:6  
S Y W L  ALWA P A R W T R I C  VALUES DATA SOLRCE REFEREKE I S m T  1 O*I 
0 -8.C93 MACH 2.W E T A  ,000 DATASET Kh'-LI DATASET ILE-LI SREF 233.131330 50.F7. 
C - 4 . Q M  B d E R  .mD SW3% .Cm E-e233 .OD0 M I 7  4.003 LREF 125a.3300 ICGS 
0 M I 4  IB .m W F  :23.- : hC&S .W30 =-LAP .a XYW 976.affo pi .  XT 
A 4 .MO r;zP .= 1%. YT 






a . C5 
* 
+- 


















[r - -01 
a 
z 





















0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLEPLEFT INBOARD? OLE-LIm DEG 
FIGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG. CHARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PAGE 2!7 
LPVT !088/!!19 C I A - 4 4 )  CONFIG';2ATION IJ2/74/S7 CDi-180033 
L A L P ~ A  PhRAflETRlC VALLES DATA -4CE REFEEWE I N P A T  J l 3  
-8.W MA* 2.W E T A  .aR3 nhTASET IE-E-LI DATASET ~ E - L I  - -7593.m sa.F'I - 
- 4 . m  ~E-R .CU3 54334fi .DO3 be203 . OCW -17 . l--- 1-5 :m.m ! L C S  
.Om -"LAP .om -14 8 .E3 x?-iZp S 6 . m  Ih;, XT 
4.030 YS .  IN. YT 
















INCREMENTAL ELEVBN DEFLECTION ANGLEILEFT INBOARD, DL€-LI. DEG 
IGURE 16 LhVNCH VEHICLE !NCREMENTA? LDNG. CHARACT DUE TO II@DARO E L E V ~ N  DEFL. 
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FIGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
PhSE 2:9 
FIGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LUNG. CHARACT DUE TO INBOhRO ELEVON DEFL. 
U?WT !088/11!9 CIA-443 CONFIGURATION 02/T4/S7 IDH80033 
I- ALPHA PARAMETRIC V A L ~ S  OhTh SOURtE REF EREME i W G W T  1 BS 
- B . W  H . r E b  2.m 9EiA .W DATASET [LE-LI D A T e T  DLE-LI S F  2m.m 9.F1 . 
- 4 . W  --R .om WEW .m Ch-@a3 .ow W 1 7  4.000 '=*- I h o g s  
D7801 4 8 . W  1250.X33 Ih%eS 
.Em E ~ F L A P  .COO PW 976.oa(?o IN. XT 
4 .m YrRP .mw flu. YT 
8 .W ZtGP 4 # . m o  IN. ZT SCALE .u1m 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION ANGLE.LEFT INBOARD. DLE-LII DEG 
IGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG, CHARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
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!JaWT 1088/1I!9 CIA-443 CONFIGURATIBN 02/T4/S7 CDH80033 
&LWC PARAMETRIC VALGS IliATb S 5 K E  REFEREG I S W A T I [ N  
-B.Cm MACH 2 . m  X T h  .an ObTLSET OLE-LI M T A S T  I ~ L E - L ~  ' T F 26m-w SO-FT. 
.W Drg003 -1-7 4 L",f 1=.= I =s -4.M3 mi? .CCO 9- .a00 f 1m.m : ' ~ s  
.C03 B-LAP .m -7: 4 8 .C30 WR? 9 7 6 . m  1H. XT 
1 .Em Z W  Wa;r i W . ~  .Om2 IN* YT 
9 ''2 IN. ZT 
SCALE . O X 0  
----- 
----- 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
INCREMENTAL ELEx/OW DEFLECTION ANSLEWLEFT INBQAROm OLE-LIm OEG 
IGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LUNG. CHhRACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL, 
PAGE 222 
2?WT !088/11!9 CIA-443 CONFIGURATIQR 02/T4/S7 tDH80031 
FIGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG. CHARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVBN DEFL. 
PAGE 224 

~ ~ 9 0 ,  ALWA PrLSAnETR I C V A L E S  DATA S O X E  EFEREtG ~ N ~ A T I ~  
0 - 8 . W  t*Mn 4.600 BETA .Ow DATASET RE-LI DATAST ~ E - L I  269!l.IX3[30 aaF1- 
3 - 4 .CM Wi? .OXt SPERr(  .COO -3 em -17 4 .  Im-kZ 
-14 0 . W  1290.333 I W E S  0 .OW @-LAP . ~ # 3  WiP 976.- IN. XT 
n 4 .cao trap .OCOO IN. YT 















































0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
INCREMENTAL ELEVBN DEFLECTION ANGtEmLEFT INBOARD* OLE-LI. DEG 
FIGURE 16 LAUNCH VEHICLE INCREMENTAL LONG. CHARACT DUE TO INBOARD ELEVON DEFL. 
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GPWr 1098/!119 CIA-441 CONF!G!jRATION 02/T4/S7 CDki80031 
S Y Y ~  ALP& PARAPETRIC VALUS DATA =E REFEREKE I W W T  I 
0 -8.m PACn 4.W BETA ,MO DATASET OLE-LI MTASET OLE-I S F  2690.aXY3 SO.FT. 
- 4 . m  ;MCER .= S-Jm6 .003 -3 .axl -17 4 . W  !gz 1-s i2 
.m --LAP Iha3!4 8.1?30 1- o .m IGW 96.- IN. x~ 
A 4 . m  YHsP .m IN. YT 









































0 - .010 
Lt 
A 




% - .020 
trl 
e 
u - .025 
2 
- 




TABULATED SOURCE DATA 
T a b u l a t f  ons o f  p lo t t ed  data  are available on request f rom 












































































= 976.99Illl IN. XT 
- 
- ,3933 IN. TT 
= 495,9933 1:4- 27 
C T C  
-.I8975 
- . i n ?  
-.I7437 























SqEF = 269P.M%l SQ-FT. X!i.r'iF 
',REF = 12911.3119(I IMHES YWrF 
95EF = 129!l.3999 TtrCHES 2-F 
SCALE = .31!33 
= 976.!lm!I IN. XT 
- 
- .mm IN.  Yr 
= 4115.E1DD Ibd. Zf 
RDhEME DATA P M A Y q q I C  baT.4 
S 9 V  = 269?1.M!B SP.FT. xy9F = 976.9Xt11 It+. XT 
L9EF = 129I1.311911 IFlCYf y R F  = .9m9 1~4. YT 
955F = 129D.3IIII9 I!KHES ZW?F s 4g0.5T39 1 : ~  Z































SSEF = 2698.Ei1190 SQ.FT. XN'?I; 
L 9 F  = 1293.3930 TFKHES ymF 
99EF -; 12921.3039 1MHES z ~ P  
SCALE = .aim 
QETA = 

































5 5 e  = 2641.MM SQ.FT. X4qF = 976.WS I1J. 
' _ S F  = 1WE1.30D(I '.tCHES y%F = .Cl9m l t 4 -  YT 
99EF = 129P.3?1?1(I 1WYS LWF = 4!ID.m99 I Y .  ZT 


















4 . 6 m  
4 .K ID 











































- . o i s a  
-.111935 
-.81999 
- -921 28 
















































S ~ E F  3 ~ G ~ D . P ~ [ I D  SP.FT. WF = 9 7 5 . n n  1%. XT 
',REr 1299.3BDll l@rtHES YKF = .ilOD!I Itj. YT 
I)QE= = !29D,SD!39 INCHES ZWF = 4m.mrn IV. ZT 































































= 976.mIlg Itd. XT 
- 
- . o g n  ra. YT 




















G E T  
-17737 
.15SS4 












m- = $27$6 GGCI' 
GGG ' = UGVlb GGG' 
GOO' = 1%-A'; GG' 
Em' z A GGG'V 





























5QEf = 269!l.M9(1 5n.FT. %l; 
t q F  = 1 2 9 ! 3 . 3 % l g ! f c ~ E ~  y e F  
99EF = 229!I.30IlO TfrCHES zl+?F 






























;q4DTE'd* . 5 m a 4  
(MS'nS) ( 05 JAN 73 I 





















































Ct V-FD = L SFBSK = 
(XHB911) ( 93 JAN 75 1 
ALFHA 
- 1 0 . w  




































-. ~ 3 2 6 3  






S ~ E F  = 2ws.111)~ SP.FT. XMF = 976.m~ IN. XT 
'-9'3 = 1290.33gl 1MHES ymF = .!XI08 f l i .  rT 
9FEr = 1299.3109 l?KH& zMFF = 49Cl.53-31 TN. ZT 
SCA'-E = -01% 
MACH 
2.m-3 
2 . m  
?.I139 










94tE 92 h4'1 75 TAQULATE9 S W C E  'J4TA - PAGE 27 










-. 0 2 2 5  





BETA = .I159 &V-L9 = .W 
n,V-L1: = .35111 ELV-R.1 = -399 
C V - 7 3  ' - 3  4W-F = . 'X!l 





. I 1  597 
.9937E 








- . D i l l 5  
MACH 
1.610 
1 : 110 


























wlm ~ o a s / l r l g  rlk-441 cri~rcl~,arr~v~ + 3 / ~ 4 / 5 7  (MB!II~)  t 115 JAN 75 1 
%€F = 2699.0900 SQ.FT. XI.tfiF = 976 .0m It4. XT 
'-REF = 1299.311911 ItKHES rWF = -0111111 Ttd. yT 
B ~ E F  = 129%3D!39 I ~ K Y S  Z%F = am.mm  it^ ZT 























































































































































= 576.Wn 114. XT 
- 
- .LICl!Xl 114. y T  
















= 976.11!3(19 1t4. XT 
- 
- .mm r*. YT 















. !I61 59 
BETA CN 
- .06762 -. 70564 
- ,05793 - .55369 
- , 6751  -. 40724 
-. 0673.1 -. 3~x79 
-.i167BS - 16241 
-.06593 -.11256 
-.OM36 -. 05(3I12 
-.95995 .09215 
-.05977 -05995 
- .07921 ,17989 
-.059% .29C22 
-.05757 ,42491 
-.'J5935 . 55521 
- 2  .0541B 










































































= 976.XlXl 114. XT 
- 
- .m r t~ .  YT 
= 4I10.99119 IN. 21 
BETA = ELV-LQr - 8 . m  
av-LI = B.DI~D ELV-91 = e.mg 
E L V - W =  -8.003 W C E % =  .II39 
















DATE 12 % l y  75  T A B ~ L ~ T E Q  s.MCE 04Tk - TA44 F ~ M  36 
9'YT 1498f1119 1IA-441 C74rlV~~ATI.Y~ P/T4/S7 {XU80151 ( W JAY 75 ) 
FEFE~BKE 24TA FAqA'ETFlC CATA 
GET 
.24M8 





































- ,071 42 
-.07I194 














































































BETA = .!I09 3 v - K ~  = -4.IY39 
nv-LI = e.mo I = s.mo 
CV-R~ = - 4 . m  i ; ~ s t _ r ;  = .w!3 
g P m n  = .m?l BSLAI; = .om 
BETA = 


































4 .MLI  
4.mo 
4 . M O  
4.M9 
4 . M D  
4.M0 
4 - M O  
4 .WP 
9.639 























































5pEF = 269Q.!l0113 5 a . F ~ .  X96P = 976.59m 1tJ. XT 
'-fEF = 129!l.31)9!l I t i €YS yWF = .m00 114. YT 
5gEF = 1299.3!1gq IKHES Z W  4!13.99Df3 1N. Tr 
SCALE = .Ox09 
SETA 
- -41424 
- .Dl 551 
- .I11394 
- -91459 





































-. 524 55 
-.'32337 
- *Yf l53  















































~EFE~W-E DATA FISAGTRIC OATA 
59EF = 2WD.MYl 5Q.FT. XKF 5; 976.9990 19. XT 
',QEe = 129D.30DD TtCF1ES ym? = . D m 3  114. Y? 
9%F = 1290.lg55 I * ~ C H ~  ZYFF = am.mm 1!4. z7 











































Eff Ti '- 
ZEE15'- 
x-D 
IjG' 2 S'#ir?d'4 EGG- = ?,L%:S 
Gft ' : b:CY;r,b GGG' : CL-A> 
GGG' = :>A;: GGG' = IT-AX 
Gtt ' =C+h;3 GW = V136 
SREF 3 269O.PDI1!I 5P.FT. XWP 
LFiEF = 129D43T1(I0 IhCHES YWF 
57EF = I299.3DI)Il ltrCHES ZMF 



































2 .  I113 





FEFQEtKE D4Th FAF~METsIC DATA 
SSEF = 2690.WDD Sa.FT. XrW = 976.9IgI1 IN. XT 
'-9EF = t29I1.399D I:LY5 yw*iQ = .Ti99 IN. YT 
BFEF = 129I1.3I1LlI1 ItrCYES Z4TiF = 4VI.gWJ Kt4. 
SCALE = -02113 
BETA z .090 ELV-L'3 = 
ELV-Lr = .030 ELV-R~ = 
F-V-R3 = .D9D RIADER = 






2 . l l D  
'c'.WI1 
t . lOO 
2 . m  
2.ClM 
E . M 9  































































376.9399 IN. XT 
.9393 1.4. YT 
49~.399!1 l!r. ZT 
l J = 5 n 1 9 3 1 / 1 1 t 9 [ 1 1 1 - 4 4 ~ ' ~ ~ 3 ~ ~ @ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~  r4/5? [YHBMI) [ 03 JAY 75 1 
BETA = .DO0 TAW = 1.93-3 
syg = 1.09II 






























. o o m  
. mlirn 
. m593 














-2.232 -. OM46 
-1 -193 -+56497 
9 --565s 
9 3  -.95599 
1,977 -A5559 
4.975 -.5665!l 
6.155 - .96577 
6.269 -.05641 
10-45s -.05'31 
u i ~ c r ~ ~ s r  -.mm 
T-A~A'ETRIC DATA 
BETA r .Dm ELV-L.I) = .m 
c, 1 - k t  L t  = .Illi9 SV-? i t  = -5'33 
=I - v-73 = ,ODg PECE5 = .Xl9 
















fpEF = 269U.O?l[l!lS(1,FT, XQ91: = 
LqEF = 1299.3I13D IICYS yh?P = 
BFEF '- 1299.3119Il ~ K H E S  ZW"tP 























1 , M D  
1 . M D  
I .m3 
I .M3 
976.YIa IN. XT 
.XI09 114. YT 
4gD.9DlD I'd. ZT 
PAqA?ETPIC DATA 
SET A ALFH~, 
-19.3% - -24453 
















































4 . 1 1 m  
















GGG- = 4n~a CGG' = k565-5 
Gffi' = h3W'J GGG' = Cb-h: 
ciffi • = rr-n-13 GGG* = 17-AT 

















976.5993 IN. XT 




















-8 . S B ~  -4.2ra~7 
-6.455 -4.22396 
-4.651 -4.22158 
-2.339 -4 .?I596 
- 1 .1s~  -4.21474 


















4.695  -4,19613 
6.794 - 4 , l  BH7 
9,851 -4.19295 
10.991 -4.18bZl 






































- 1  .St0 -.14955 









BETA = .!IDS xv-~'3 = .no 
ELV-LI = .DDD E V - 9 1  = .!W3 
2V-4.3 = .OD11 %'SOEF,+ .9'311 
SP-%F% = .3?lI) BY=-4F = .-3m 
'4 ACH 













976.XlZl I?4. XT 
-011011 IN. yT 




























8.266 -. 13842 












- , m 1 9  




















~ E F E ~ ~ K E  CATX 
BETA = .WI)II ELV-LD = .m0 
E V - t l  = . I I I IO E9-RI  = *Dm 
ELV-W = . FitCER = .mY 
SFSF% = ,999 BFLAF = *m5 


































-3.813 -. 99249 




2.282 - .9539 
4.316 -.M19? 
6.345 -.ClD126 
8.377 - . o m 9  
ICI.QII -.mi43 
~ A O I E ~ A T  . o m 5  
947E T? 3 4 ~  75 ~4B91hID ~ w C E  Q A t A  - 1441 'AGE 76 
5PEF = PMII.(IIIgq 5Q.FT. X4'iT- = 
y9Er = 129!l,333!i IIKHES Y%?F = 
rjqEr = 1299.3119g 1?iC?c; ZNTT; = 
SCALE = .DtO!l 
976 .MBI, !N. XT 
.m'.l3 IN. YT 















GYAS I =AT 
BETA = .0011 ELV-I,'3 = .El3 
ELY-1-1 = .!l13(1 EI_~-51 = .Z10(1 
ELV-%3 = ,993 q#DFW z .!Eg 
~ ' M y i  = .m4 ~ F L A F  = ,mfl 
976.031tl Iti. XT 
.D 'Jg9  Ttd,  YT 































FATAN~TRI~  CATA 
ALPHA BETA 
-4.894 -.XI47 










9.398 -.!I! 536 
t0.429 -.Cl165B 
~ ~ A P I E V T  -. an955 
BETA = ELV-LD = . n o  
EV-LI = -5150 EtV-f l  = .0'M 
ELV-73 = ,599 'iLCCEri = .Cm 
PQh = . SFLA" = ,239 
ALFHh BETA 
-10.631 -.I16692 




-1.174 - . O W  
- 1  -.!I5656 
-935 -.06559 






QETA = .OW Bv-LQ = .m 
E.V-LI = B.IID~ ELV-QI = 8.on 
rL1-m = .990 liLMC4 = .m5 


























































































GGLi' = a'- GGG' = !&id5 
GGG ' = GGW~ GGG'~- = Ch-hTj 
GGG'O = hi (~GG-U = n-ha 
~a'u- = Cp7-A73 EGG' = Y1i6 
t SL NVF SG 1 tSlG6h4 lS/bl/X ffilliW,gla?~3 (rr-Vl) CtIfleOGf &LC 
LO i-3~ etti - tivt 33w.s o3~r;nsrl ZL ~+h ZG ~ilbt 
Q='fl 1995/1llrJ (14-44) CYCTG'fiATl.31 Tt 'T4/S7 (~H94131 ( 03 JAY 75 ) 

CkTE 92 hi7 *.5 Th9'JLATEI: f;*ffiCE CATA - 1A44 FACE 99 
SRV = 269!l.!N021 5Q.FT. XHRF = 
LPEF = 1299.3Il9Qlt+%S yqF = 
BCEF = 12ga.3a0n I~KHES 2wT: = 















BETA = -599 E.LV4.3 = -1.593 
Ey-LI = a.9m 1 = 1.5)m 
ev-ri:, = -4.pnrr ~ ~ J E P  = .ms 
SF23qK = 9 9FJF = .MLI 
RUN h3. 
976.M*1 IN. XT 
.Ti99 IN.  YT 
4I)O.OLM'3 Tlr. 2T 
FAWETPIC PATA 
ALPHA 














BETA = ,099 k V - r _ 3  = -999 
cv-~t = 4.~1119 ELV-51 = 4 - ~ m  
9-V-53 = .%'T WCEP = . M O  











































LLLZf - t GE mm* 
(3S-J)U Pw 
GG'E /GG'E- = 7Ph&3Lt41 fh3iGVM tIi-Z = G IG 
GGG' F. Yt 6%'= )ILEiii-iS 
~tt - = 5jzrnh EGG- = c.;-na 
GC~G-~ = rk-ha GGG-t = ri-n~ 
Wi' = GI-h?3 GGG' = Ylcu 
u -ti1 GE~G'GG~ 
1L 'trl GGGG' 
















FA~;A ' I~~S IC  DATA 
BETA = .DOT) RV-LO = am 
PdV-Ll = -0311 ELV-PI = *m 
EV-w = .I)T~O Y ~ E F  = .m 
s F B W  = . M B  S F L A *  = .TX 
PAfMTrtTC DATA 
976.293 Ttt. XT 
.9X311 IN. YT 









































- . m 2  
SETA 
-111.468 - . I ~ L  
-9 -447 -.I2763 
-6.337 -.I2913 
-6 -236 -. 13225 
-2.143 -.I3932 
-.I167 -.I2315 
P -912 -.I2551 
4.169 -.I1719 
6.139 -.!2653 













3.963 - . CF512 
5 ;93g - -09119 
8 . O D I  -*rn!11 
10.979 -.9r!i9 
GADIEb4T .!lDXl3 
U T E  92 44r 75 T49ULATEQ SrffiCE CAT& - I444 FACE 554 
U?'rlT 1089/1119 (14-44) C3Ff btJ't4TT-34 X/T4/57 (yH9124) 1 93 JAN 75 1 
=iEFE?mcE DATA 
976.M%3 IN. XT 
.!YXl!I I N .  YT 
4 ~ ~ . 0 1 i 9 0  114. n 
BETA = .DO0 ELV-LO = -B.'351'3 
&V- t t  = 8.099 ELV-E? = 8.5011 
& V - a  = -5.0'39 5tCOER = .MII 
S&3%K = -0311 5FLAF = .t)I111 













- . mm9 
.Imn 
lqEF : 2699.MM SQ*FT. X%F 
LSEF = I29'3.3OIIg I tKES  yWF 
BqEF = 1245.3055 1tCHES ZWF 
SCALE = *I110'3 
REFLqEhKE DATA 
59EF = 269I1.90!l!l SQ.FT. l(hqP = 976.Mm 114. XT 
LQEF = 129g.3195 ~ ? K E s  YWF = .m!l9 1% YT 
9FEr = 1299.39DII ItCHES Z%F - 400.99911 I!+. ZT 
















& ~ h  = .DO5 TAM. = 1 LW 















. g n I i  
Ctr 
- - 33539 
-. 26276 
-. 19549 



















































SFW = 2€49.%9!3 50.fT. XWF = 976,9933 1f4. XT 
L ~ E ~  -. 129r3.39llll IKYS Y ~ F  = .nm rtr. YT 
S?EF = 1299.3!3!ID !!<YES ZWF = 410.13'3g 1%. 2T 




































































































riEFE?EI.ICE DATA FA%MTFi lC  DATA 
SRW : 269I1.9000 50-fT. XMF = 9 7 6 . W  IN. XT 
LREF = 1299.3DO9 Its-s yWiF = .TI99 IN. YT 
BQEF = 1290.31D9 I?KHES ZLRF = 43IJ.?lDPP IN, ZT 
3c41-E = .OIDD 
REtEqEME DATA FAliAME751C 5ATA 
SREF = 269Q.gI1W SQ.FT. W9P = 976.MM IN. XT 
tqEF = I29S1.39110 TMNES yw<F = .IOm 0 4 .  yT 
B % B  = 12911.3099 1th~Es 2 ~ 9 P  = 400.m1)0 It4. ZT 
















WUT lOBBfI119 (1A-44) C ~ ~ F I V A ~ T Z P J  3?/T4/57 (QHBm51 L L16 J A N  75 
ALPHA 






























9ETA = 4.DgD ELV-t3 = 
EV-LI = I 1  ELV-BI = 
nv-RJ = .ofill E E C ~  =















. l a 4  
94TE 92 NAY 75  TABULATED 3Y.RCE 9ATA - IA44 FAK f i g  
I J T - ' ~  II199r1119 (!A-441 C,YiFlGvfiATln34 D?{T4/57 (Rli39D6I ( I16 JAN 75 1 
S9EF = P69II.OII!lII SQ.FT. Xly;F = 976.MZ1 IF&. Xf 
LSEF = l?9!J .3OI)3 1tKHES ymF = .!I959 Ik* YT 
99EC = 1290.3i100 PKYS ZWP = 49o.nm rtr. ZT 

































































-4.391 -4 .i199M 
-2.964 -4 .g99?5 
-1 -331 -4.09739 
- a 3 5 3 7  -4 e119656 
3 -4*I195$5 






SqEF = 269CI0.!lP99 SQ.FT. XWF = 976.59!30 Ih. VnT 
'-9Ef = 129I1.3111111 IhlCHES yvlF = .911DII IN. yT 
SvEf = t29g.30119 I?KH% z%?F = 40D.CB!X IN. ZT 

















-4.063% - ,47525 
-4.06205 -. 402% 
-4 .ilM63 -+33278 
-4 .gM96 -. 22571 
-4.95989 -. 16594 
-4 .!35943 -. 12939 
-4  .g5776 -. 1M13 
-4.05723 - .%I43 
-d.!I5flCl -.91675 
-4.95551 . 04970 
4.95476 .11797 
-4.5'54% .ISM4 
-4.9537 1 .27329 
















U T E  92 r l 4 V  75  TA9ULATED !3-JJ?cE OAT& - 1k44 'AGE 127 
REFEPE~KE QATX FARA~I;IC DATA 
SQEF = 2699.M9!l S9.FT. x144P = 976.IMm TM.  XT 
LREF = 1299.353'3 I ~ K Y S  Y WF = .nag IN. YT 
BliFf = 129g.3d011 ItrCqES 2WF = 4IIZI.3OIIII IN. tT 
sC4'-E = .Dl30 
BETA = .090 @-'f-l23 = 
ELV-LT = Ev-51 = 
ELV-r%r = .DD9 4LCI:ES = 

















CATE 92 75 T4BXATED SPYICE DATA - I A 4 4  F4CE 125 
UF'4 198B/lll9 (14-44) ~ 3 F ~ G U i ~ ~ 1 . 3 4  Ce/T4/52 ['iYBOliT) ( !IS JAN 75 ) 
rZEFE9E)KE 04T.t FL5AETG1C DATA 
ALPHA 





























s ~ E F  = 269q.~a!10 SO.FT. %M?P = 976.n~tg Trr. XT 
L'IEF = 129tl.fLiDll tlhHES YwF = .g?lDII 114, YT 
a q ~ ~  = I Z ~ Q . ~ C I ~ C I  fr~cnfs ZWF = 4~1.91lm IN. ZT 
















Ct l  
-, 62333 




























qEFEf(UltE FJATL F A S M T P I E  DATA 
SSEF = 2630.110g9 SQ.FT- X%%F = 976.!l5D!l ft4. XT 
1-4EF : 1299.3Illlg 1tKHES y ~ i F  = .O99Il IN. YT 
9riSr - 1290.30D!J ItrCHEs ZC(W = 499-9953 T t 4 .  ZT 
SCALE = .91m 
BETA = -099 
EV-LI  = .599 
ELV-KI .OP9 





















- . ?a324 
- .LID391 








BETA = .!I90 P V - L O  = .!m 
C V - L I  = .09O R V - % I  = .5)3I1 
E V - % 3  = FiCMK'?= .?nP 
SFXW = . SFLAF = .9n 
SREF = 2699.n110~1 SQ.FT. X I 4 V  = 976.0r)n IN. XT 
L ~ E F  = i2g!1.3509 1htC~Es yt.q.r;l; z .W I N .  rT 
BFEF = 129I).3g1111 1EKHES Z&F = 40El.35m 114. ZT 











































































T A ~ ' J ! . A T ~  3mCf- DATA - 1A44  




















































MACH A V H A  
4.649 -9.894 
4 . M O  -7.833 





4.655  1.296 
4 .  WID 2.3W 
4.mg 4. S ~ Y  
4.6911 6.359 
4 . M O  8.309 
4 . M D  111.42. 
SADIE'R 
QETA 












































































































































































































EGG ' 2 








GGG' 2 dV-46 GGG' = b:~fi<S 
GGG* = SZGzb GGG'P- = c%-h;3 
6a-S = 5- GGG'B = I?-&= 








































SGtG 1 '- 
95GLI '- 
9TSZC'- 


















CGZG' : Z-aV35 
fZ 'hi GGGG'GGP = dkhZ SiH3.l liGM'GbZl = 33t~ 
LA *hI mi&+ - 3h.I SZH2ttl GGGE'Lj6Zr : ;Ilh; 
k 'hi CtGiGMr'9L6 = dbX 'b'tS GGCG'G65z = ;13115 
q€Fc,pElr',E DkTA CARA%ET?l C DATA 
5 5 9  = 2690.m9 SP-FT* x%r- = 976.!1m IN.  XT 
L S E ~  = 129I1.355I1 IMHEs ywyiF = .QC1110 It4. YT 
BqEF = f2911.3O'f?l TlKYs zk?F = 411D.5539 1% L f  





































-. 01 897 
- ,01975 
- .11933 






















- . C i a 5  
- .!I1721 
- -01 821 
-.019Z5 
-.c~ms! 





















































= 976.9III1g 114. XT 
- 
.LIIIDD IN. yT 
= 40'3.I1III19 114. ZT 
FAGE 147 
[EHBPIB) [ I ) 3  J A N 7 5  ) 
FASAhETFIC OATA 
QETA = .om TAtX s 1.999 
~ Q E C  = 26921.0903 h . F T .  X M ~ F  = 976. D399 IN. XT 
L4EF = 129!1.s~n!l lMt~lfs y Y i P  = .!mx~ TI$. YT 
SriEF = 129EI.3DnO Tt4CC1ES Z%P = 43P.9999 Itd. ZT 
SCALE = .Ill90 
BET A 
-10.133 























































~ Q E F  = 2699.?)011(1 SQ.FT. XWF = 976.939l 114. KT 
L9Er = 129o.31)OD ItrCHES y w F  = .GI155 IN. yT 
95EF = 129O.fO-39 tMH& ~ ~ 4 1 :  = 409.MOCI T I i .  ZT 
SCAf-E = .Dl% 
BETA 

























SEFEIIDKE WT.1 FAPAMETrZIC DATA 
ALMA = .!I90 BY-LO = 
El-V-LI = .I)OII CV-41 = 
EV-W = .!XI0 EEEV = 
2 = ~ 4 ~  = . o n  BFLAF = 
BET 4 c t4 
-.El6639 -.68577 
-.06741 -. 53933 
-.06685 -+39657 
-.06759 -.20574 
-.C16531 -. 15128 





















. O? 599 









































































































EGG' = v GGG+ = ZLGc5 
FA' = b?sSh GEG' 6- = C)J-h% 
tW'6 = 1%' mG'B = 11-t;3 
W'B- = G7-h3 GGG' = CGS 
